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A new classic from one of the world's most respected sailing authorsMore than 35 years ago,

Hal Roth quit his job as a journalist and went sailing. Since then, he's logged more than

200,000 sea miles. Along the way, Roth also has authored eight voyaging classics, including

the 1978 bestseller After 50,000 Miles.Taking that book as its starting point, this handsome

new volume incorporates the new technologies and discoveries of the last quarter century

along with another 150,000 miles of experience.A compendium of mature, time-tested sea

wisdom from one of the world's most respected sailing writers, How to Sail Around the World

will tell the reader:How to choose and equip a sailboat for long-distance cruising, with an

emphasis on simplicity and a modest budgetHow to plan and conduct a voyage anywhere in

the worldHow to master the arts of navigation, anchoring, and daily life aboard in exotic

placesHow to cope with storms at sea--the most complete and authoritative treatise on this

critical topic ever published

From the PublisherHal Roth has raced around the world singlehanded in the BOC Challenges

of 1986 - 87 and 1990 - 91. He has crossed the Pacific five times, the Atlantic eleven times,

and has rounded Cape Horn three times. In all he has logged 200,000 miles. He is the author

of ten books of high adventure, including After 50,000 Miles, Two Against Cape Horn, Two on a

Big Ocean, and Always a Distant Anchorage, which rank among the true classics of voyaging

literature. A veteran journalist, Roth has written 400 articles for magazines.--This text refers to

the hardcover edition.From the Back CoverWhether you'd like to sail around the entire world or

just part of it,the well-tested sea wisdom in How to Sail Around the World will make your

voyage easier and more successful. Here's clear and authoritative information on how to buy a

small sailing yacht at a modest price, how to sail her on a big ocean, and what it's like to live

aboard.Hal Roth has been a long-distance sailor for 37 years. He has sailed around the world

three times and has logged 200,000 miles at sea either with his wife or by himself. His books

Two Against Cape Horn, Two on a Big Ocean, and Always a Distant Anchorage are recognized

classics of voyaging literature, and his instructional book After 50,000 Miles, published a

quarter century ago, ranks among the most influential sailing books ever written. Yet Roth's first

sympathies are still "for the beginner with stars in his eyes and not much money," and How to

Sail Around the World emphasizes the simple, the essential, and the affordable for ordinary

people who would like to see the world from a new and challenging perspective.To a rare

degree, Roth combines a mastery of technical content with an ability to render it in elegant

writing that's a pleasure to read. How to Sail Around the World is at once authoritative and

accessible. Roth's strongly held opinions, convincingly argued (he chooses not to sail with a

refrigerator, for example), add to the book's appeal.How to Sail Around the World will tell you

how sailing yachts are built and rigged, how to handle the sails, and what you need to know

about anchors and anchoring. There are details of cooking and eating aboard, sailing at night,

planning the trip, foreign paperwork, and exact figures on what it all costs, as well as the

clearest and most comprehensive directions ever published on how to deal with storms at

sea.In the beginning, voyaging can be a terrifying prospect. The storms, the leaks, the

anchoring, handling the sails, deciding on the route--so many unknowns. But what a payoff!

You can sail to Venice, London, Sydney, San Francisco, or Hong Kong. You can pick an island

in the middle of the Aegean, listen to green and yellow parrots in the wilds of the Ebook Tops,



or visit a thousand places in between. It's exciting to sail to a distant landfall at a slow and

leisurely pace, and to meet people in foreign lands.Fortunately, yachts travel slowly and give

you time to learn the fundamentals of long-distance sailing. With patience you will begin to put

it all together; life aboard will suddenly start to click. It will happen sooner than you think, and

this book will help you.The big secret of world travel is to do it in a sailing yacht.You take your

deluxe hotel with you, which gives you everything you need to exist pleasantly and

comfortably--a snug berth, a writing desk, a navigation center, and a compact little galley--all in

a small and neat package.Once you have your own boat, you can sail for years without the

terrible daily costs and hassles of hotels, restaurants, and airplanes. You entirely sidestep the

annoyance of reservations, standing in line, security screening, and dragging around awkward

luggage. You do things at your own pace because you're in charge.Where do you begin?Start

by reading How to Sail Around the World. In this guide, based on 200,000 miles of hands-on

world-cruising experience, Hal Roth gives you all the information you need to plan, launch, and

relish every moment of a journey that is every sailor's dream. You'll learn how to:Find a suitable

boat for your voyagingAssemble a versatile sail inventorySelect tools and spare partsPlan your

route and timingChoose the right anchors and how to use themMinimize costsStay warm, dry,

and well fedCope with paperwork in foreign portsAnd much more!--This text refers to the

hardcover edition.About the AuthorHal Roth has raced around the world singlehanded in the

BOC Challenges of 1986 - 87 and 1990 - 91. He has crossed the Pacific five times, the Atlantic

eleven times, and has rounded Cape Horn three times. In all he has logged 200,000 miles. He

is the author of ten books of high adventure, including After 50,000 Miles, Two Against Cape

Horn, Two on a Big Ocean, and Always a Distant Anchorage, which rank among the true

classics of voyaging literature. A veteran journalist, Roth has written 400 articles for

magazines.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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HOW TO SAIL AROUND THE WORLDOverleaf: What is blue-water sailing really like? Here we

see a tiny boat out on the limitless ocean. There’s enough wind so that both sails are reefed as

the sloop drives westward at 5 knots. The captain—dressed in oilskin bottoms and wearing a

sweater and a warm hat against the chill of November—looks things over. On deck is the usual

clutter aboard a cruising yacht: a life raft capsule, a sailbag, a folded-up rubber dinghy, and a

long oar. A wind-vane steering device mounted on the transom guides the boat. At the back of

the cockpit is a solar panel that generates electricity for lights and a radio. In case of bad

weather, a storm trysail is stowed in the dark-colored bag at the base of the mast. An anchor

hangs over the bow. The mast has triangular steps fitted to its sides to enable the captain to

climb aloft for repairs or to see ahead. This yacht is called a Contessa 26; she displaces less

than 3 tons; her mast is 33 feet high. She was designed by English naval architect Jeremy

Rogers and built in Canada. This photograph was taken sixteen miles east of New York City on

November 6 and shows 20-year-old Tania Aebi at the conclusion of her single-handed voyage

around the world. Though this picture was taken in 1987, it could just as well have been made

today or 50 years hence because the ocean and the winds change very little. The challenges

and the rewards of long-distance sailing are very great.ALSO BY HAL ROTHPathway in the

SkyTwo on a Big OceanAfter 50,000 MilesTwo Against Cape HornThe Longest RaceAlways a

Distant AnchorageChasing the Long RainbowChasing the WindWe Followed OdysseusHOW

TO SAIL AROUND THE WORLDAdvice and Ideas for Voyaging Under SailHal Rothwith

photographs and illustrations by the authorCopyright © 2004 by Hal Roth. All rights reserved.

Except as permitted under the United States Copyright Act of 1976, no part of this publication

may be reproduced or distributed in any form or by any means, or stored in a database or

retrieval system, without the prior written permission of the publisher.MHID: 0-07-177872-1All

trademarks are trademarks of their respective owners. Rather than put a trademark symbol

after every occurrence of a trademarked name, we use names in an editorial fashion only, and

to the benefit of the trademark owner, with no intention of infringement of the trademark. Where

such designations appear in this book, they have been printed with initial caps.McGraw-Hill

eBooks are available at special quantity discounts to use as premiums and sales promotions,

or for use in corporate training programs. To contact a representative please e-mail us at

bulksales@mcgraw-hill.com.Acknowledgments for photographs and illustrations not by the

author begin on page 457.TERMS OF USEThis is a copyrighted work and The McGraw-Hill

Companies, Inc. (“McGraw-Hill”) and its licensors reserve all rights in and to the work. Use of

this work is subject to these terms. Except as permitted under the Copyright Act of 1976 and

the right to store and retrieve one copy of the work, you may not decompile, disassemble,

reverse engineer, reproduce, modify, create derivative works based upon, transmit, distribute,

disseminate, sell, publish or sublicense the work or any part of it without McGraw-Hill’s prior

consent. You may use the work for your own noncommercial and personal use; any other use

of the work is strictly prohibited. Your right to use the work may be terminated if you fail to

comply with these terms.THE WORK IS PROVIDED “AS IS.” McGRAW-HILL AND ITS

LICENSORS MAKE NO GUARANTEES OR WARRANTIES AS TO THE ACCURACY,

ADEQUACY OR COMPLETENESS OF OR RESULTS TO BE OBTAINED FROM USING THE

WORK, INCLUDING ANY INFORMATION THAT CAN BE ACCESSED THROUGH THE

WORK VIA HYPERLINK OR OTHERWISE, AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTY,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. McGraw-Hill and its



licensors do not warrant or guarantee that the functions contained in the work will meet your

requirements or that its operation will be uninterrupted or error free. Neither McGraw-Hill nor its

licensors shall be liable to you or anyone else for any inaccuracy, error or omission, regardless

of cause, in the work or for any damages resulting therefrom. McGraw-Hill has no responsibility

for the content of any information accessed through the work. Under no circumstances shall

McGraw-Hill and/or its licensors be liable for any indirect, incidental, special, punitive,

consequential or similar damages that result from the use of or inability to use the work, even if

any of them has been advised of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability shall

apply to any claim or cause whatsoever whether such claim or cause arises in contract, tort or

otherwise.To Margaret,the love of my lifefor forty-five years,and who made itall
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technical sailing book called After 50,000 Miles. The book sold 62,000 copies in English and

foreign translations, which suggests that there are plenty of potential small-boat sailors out

there. I know from letters and comments made to me personally that the book helped many

owners of small yachts who had their eyes on distant sailing goals. For that I am thankful.This

book is based on the same plan as the earlier volume. That is, its emphasis is on the easy, the

simple, and the achievable, rather than on the overly ambitious and impossible. My goal is to

discuss each aspect of long-distance sailing and to reduce it to the essentials. To pass along

what has worked well for me and for other sailors. To eschew trivia, and to be practical and

realistic at all costs. To tell the good and the bad free from the pressures of advertising. Of

course, my prejudices and foibles show up, but that’s what makes us individuals.Margaret and I

have always operated on a shoestring, and my sympathies are for the beginner and the little

guy with stars in his eyes and not much money. In fact, too much money may actually work

against you, but more about this later.I’ve learned that sailing to the far corners of the world

takes a yeasty combination of desire and reality, of planning and scheming and hope. Yet one

day most of us have to return from Tahiti or Bermuda or Ithaca. Sometimes we need to leaven

our big ideas with a sprinkling of common sense. The people you meet away from home will

help you, but only if you have something to give in return, whether it’s an idea, a skill, a shared

experience, or the glimpse of another kind of life. In the long term, material advantages mean

little. It’s the spirit of giving and adventure that counts.This book is full of technical information

and is based on yachts from 25 to 55 feet in overall length. I express opinions frequently. I

name people and products. My standards are demanding because I use marine gear for years,

not for one quick trip. Sometimes I must make repairs in out-of-the-way places, so I carry lots of

tools, spare parts, and fastenings. If I seem exasperated at times, it’s because I believe that

some trends in ocean-cruising yachts are self-defeating.We can begin the list with cockpits that

are too large for safety, paltry anchors, overdependence on electricity and too many gadgets. I

do not like inaccessible engines, the lack of suitable dinghies for taking out anchors, and keel

designs that make yachts difficult or impossible to haul out of the water in remote places. I think

that some people lose much of the pleasure of long-distance voyaging by trying to sail yachts

that are too big and too complicated.I’m not a fan of cockpits that are swathed with dodgers,



biminis, side curtains, scratched-up plastic windows, and tricky little shelters and enclosures

that restrict a helmsman’s vision and hide him from the real world. I like to breathe raw air. I like

to reach up and touch the mainsail. I like to feel the breeze on my face and to hear the sounds

of the sea. My shelter from the sun is sunscreen lotion, a wide-brimmed hat, and a pair of

sunglasses. If there’s spray flying around, I put on oilskins. If it’s cold at night, I have a selection

of long johns, sweaters, and quilted oilskins. It’s not that I’m trying to be a tough guy, but sailing

is my life; I feel closer to the wind and stars and sky and birds if I’m really in the out-of-doors.In

addition, I believe that I can run the vessel better with firsthand visual, auditory, and tactile

clues. While there’s occasional spray and more rarely a boarding sea, modern yachts are

extremely buoyant. My cockpit is dry 90 percent of the time, particularly because I try (not

always successfully) for passages with reaching and running winds.In my judgment there’s

entirely too much emphasis on engines and motoring, which completely destroys the purity

and delight of sailing. Being becalmed occasionally is a normal part of sailing. What’s wrong

with waiting a few hours for wind? Personally, I’m tired of hearing people say: “There was no

wind, so we had to motor.” What they really mean is: “There was no wind, so we chose to

motor.”People with their hands on the throttle completely miss the wonder of light-weather

sailing, that blissful state when your vessel glides across a calm and quiet sea hour after hour

while the big light-weather sails swish and fill and magically pull you along.Finally, a word about

the health of the waters on which we sail: It’s not enough to leave a clean wake behind us. We

must work actively to keep plastic out of the sea. Regrettably, the amount of this junk is

increasing because modern packaging is made mostly of plastic instead of cardboard or paper.

Unfortunately, business decisions are made on the basis of advertising messages, not concern

for the environment. In the meantime, Styrofoam and the other ugly stuff apparently float

forever.You and I must carry plastic ashore, where it can be incinerated or buried in a landfill or

disposed of otherwise. We must all speak up and demand that everyone does the same.

Otherwise, our lovely oceans and shorelines will become dumps for plastic garbage, fit only for

sliding across like shoes on a greasy floor. Japan’s Inland Sea and places along the coasts of

Italy, Greece, and Turkey are a disgrace. Some of the waters and harbors around the United

States and Canada don’t look too good either. We must all work together to halt the spread of

plastic in the sea.1THE PLEASURE AND THE FREEDOMThis book is for people who dream

of taking small sailing yachts across oceans, who hope to make extended blue-water

passages, and who plan to live aboard for long periods. Or said another way: it’s for people

who want to become high-mileage sailors and to exchange the near and safe for the distant

and unknown.Margaret and I have had a wonderful sailing life for more than thirty-five years.

We’ve crossed all the oceans of the world and have sailed to a thousand foreign ports and

anchorages. Yet it seems only yesterday that we elected to sail and earn our way with words

and pictures while living aboard a 35-foot yacht.The people we know in the business world

have made far more money, but their riches could never buy the satisfaction that’s come to us

from all our experiences and the pleasure of making friends in so many places. I think of

watching all those sunsets at sea and the excitement of putting together a small shelf of books

about our voyages.On our first trip we traveled across the Pacific from California to Tahiti,

Samoa, the Gilbert Islands, and through the four main islands of Japan. Then to the Aleutian

Islands, southeast Alaska, Canada’s Queen Charlotte Islands, and back to California. Another

time we sailed to the Galápagos Islands off the coast of Ecuador. Next we went to Peru, the

Strait of Magellan, Tierra del Fuego, and Cape Horn. Finally to Buenos Aires, Uruguay, a

dozen places in Brazil, a stop in Bermuda, and on to Nantucket Island.Whisper sailing into

Attu, the westernmost island of the Aleutians.On a great voyage in the 1980s, we sailed from



Maine to the Caribbean and through the Panama Canal to French Polynesia. We spent a

month in the Tuamotu Archipelago, 72 gorgeous palm-clad slivers of coral and sand barely

above the sea, where the people seem to be half fish, half human because they live so close to

the water. We continued on to Vanuatu in the western Pacific, a place where kinky-haired

Melanesian men wore little more than penis sheaths but spoke four languages and knew more

about world politics than I did.Sailing ever westward, we glided along the coast of the

immense, rust-colored deserts of Northern Australia. We stopped at Thursday Island and

bustling Darwin, where we met Australians and Aborigines. Two months later, on a silky Indian

Ocean, we tiptoed along Indonesia’s necklace of islands. We took public buses across lovely

Bali, an oasis of green hills and oh-so-gentle people, where the driver would stop and worship

at a roadside shrine for a few minutes while his passengers sat quietly. Margaret and I stopped

at tiny Keeling-Cocos in the middle of the Indian Ocean. Then to the tropical Seychelle Islands

off the east coast of Africa and on to Somalia and Yemen, our introduction to the Arab

world.The sail north in the Red Sea was hot, hard, and dusty. We stopped in Port Sudan to fill

our water tanks, and 10 days later we passed through the Suez Canal into the

Mediterranean.We rested in Cyprus during a mild winter, and the following summer spent a

month each sailing along the coasts of Turkey, Greece, Italy, and Spain. Finally we crossed the

Atlantic to Martinique in the Caribbean and headed north to Maine. We had gone entirely

around the world in our little yacht, Whisper.I had long wanted to try sailing single-handed to

see if I had enough guts and technical skills to do it by myself. So in 1986–87, I set off and

made a voyage east-about around the world by way of the Southern Ocean in a competition

called the BOC Challenge. I sailed in an engineless 50-footer, and for the first leg traveled from

Newport, Rhode Island, to Cape Town, South Africa. Then around the Cape of Good Hope and

across the Southern Ocean to Sydney, Australia. Next past New Zealand and across more of

the Southern Ocean until I reached Cape Horn. In the Atlantic once again, I sailed north to Rio

de Janeiro, across the equator, and back to the United States. Margaret served as my shore

support crew and met me at each of the three stops. I made the same journey in 1990–91, and

once more my wife helped me.In 1995, Margaret was again on board, and we were back to a

35-footer, a boat size we liked better. We sailed from the Chesapeake to Gibraltar and thence

to northwest Turkey to begin a project to trace the voyages of Odysseus.In addition to these six

major voyages, Margaret and I have made dozens of shorter cruises: from California to British

Columbia; Maine to Rhode Island; Maine to Maryland; and Maine to Florida and the Bahamas.

In 2000 and again in 2001, we sailed from Maryland to Canada’s Cape Breton Island at the

eastern end of Nova Scotia. We circled the big island of Newfoundland twice, and in 2001 we

made a long run northward along the coast of Labrador among the great icebergs that drift

south from Greenland.At 5 or 6 knots it takes a good many years to accumulate a significant

total of sea miles. It’s easy to exaggerate one’s sailing or to claim a lot of miles as part of a big

crew on a long voyage. It’s quite a different game sailing with one or two. Our experiences

include 5 trips across the Pacific, 11 runs across the Atlantic, and 3 jaunts past Cape Horn. In

all, I have sailed 200,000 miles. Margaret has sailed 120,000 miles.During our years at sea

we’ve been on the yacht continuously, in winter and in summer, and we’ve visited parts of the

earth that a tourist never sees. We’ve had moments of sublime pleasure and nerve-jarring

agony. We’ve run before the gentlest of trade winds for a month; other times we’ve bashed into

severe headwinds.* Once we blew ashore in a frightful storm; another time we hit a coral reef

because of an error on a new chart. But the bad times were few, and the good times were

many.I think back to some of our wonderful anchorages: the ethereal turquoise of tropical

lagoons; the charming, butterflylike fishing villages along the southeast coast of Japan; the



nose-tingling fragrance of cedars and spruces in the bays of southeast Alaska; the rose-

colored flamingos flying overhead in southern Peru; yellow and green parrots chattering in the

tropical jungles of Brazil next to the yacht; the chilling immensity of frosty, ice-blue glaciers that

loomed above us in Beagle Channel in southern Chile; the storybook village of Bonifacio,

hidden among the limestone cliffs of southern Corsica in the Mediterranean.My mind becomes

a kaleidoscope of twisting colors, out-of-focus landscapes, storms and calms, sail changes and

anchoring. My ears ring with the babble of strange languages, sea sounds in the night, and the

hooting of big ships in distant harbors. I hear the shrill sounds of the crier—the muezzin—who

calls the faithful to prayer five times a day in the coastal towns and cities we sailed to in

Tunisia, Turkey, and Yemen.I smell the cloying sweetness of drying copra in the tropics. I turn

my head to sniff the iodine seashore at low water in the far north. I think of dolphins breathing

alongside the yacht at night; of boobies plummeting into the ocean after fish; of frigate birds

circling ever higher at the far edge of my eyesight. Of dozens of humpback whales spouting

and jumping outside the port of St. Anthony in Newfoundland. I think of pleasant, lingering

meals with new friends; the fun of shopping in strange markets with curious money. . . . All

these thoughts make up the essential stuff of a happy lifetime at sea.But half the magic of

voyaging under sail is the wonderful journey itself. Yet when I tell people about being at sea

and out of sight of land for a week or a month or even two months, they can’t wait to ask

questions. “How do you pass the time?” they say. “Aren’t you lonely? What happens all day?

How do you stand it?”I stand it very well because I love the sailing. I spend hours in the cockpit

or in the main companionway watching the yacht slip through the water. The boat glides across

the sea effortlessly, quietly, day after day, while the water murmurs along the hull and the

invisible wind and the white sails drive the boat forward.It’s all so easy and beautiful. I cherish

the peacefulness and the simplicity.The sailing is my dream, my goal, everything I want, and I

secretly wish that the journey could go on forever.The sun comes up in the morning, rises high

at noon, and slips below the blue of the horizon in the evening. The days pass quickly and I

have to look in the ship’s logbook to see whether it’s Tuesday or Friday…. We eat. We sleep.

We fix things. We read. We reef and unreef the sails. We’re becalmed. We deal with storms. We

look around for ships. We try to keep her going day and night.This is supposed to be a

technical book. Yet I’m already wandering from the mark. You see I am an incorrigible romantic;

who else would travel at a snail’s pace in an era of speedy air transport?The birch-bark canoe

of the American Indian and the creaking, six-horse stagecoach of 150 years ago belong to

another age. The small sailing yacht is hopelessly antiquated, too. These boats are slow, often

intolerably uncomfortable, difficult to build, and expensive to maintain. Yet the popularity of sail

for long-distance traveling is increasing at a surprising rate. How can we explain this? By any

rational analysis, a sailing vessel should be tucked away like a museum replica of an extinct

bird. Can you imagine taking three or four weeks to sail from Boston to Gibraltar when a jet

plane can do the trip in a few hours and at far less cost?The answer is that life under sail—

especially in your own vessel—is highly appealing because it is simple, basic, and infinitely

challenging. Your existence goes back to first principles. At a stroke, you erase 90 percent of

the trivia of modern life. You travel to new places at your own pace and can linger as much or

as little as you wish. In no other activity except perhaps mountaineering are you so

independent and so accountable for your own actions.View from aloft on a modern sloop-

rigged yacht during an Atlantic crossing from the Canary Islands to the Bahamas in 1997. Here

Whisper runs easily before the fair trade wind with an eased mainsail and a poled-out headsail.

The line at top left is the starboard running backstay. The other line is a trailing fishing line. The

standing backstay is hard to see.You alone put food on board. You alone bend on the sails and



adjust them. You alone choose your sailing waters. You alone are responsible for finding your

way on the sea. You alone select the anchorages. You alone are in charge of the upkeep of the

yacht. If you get into trouble, it’s generally you alone who must bail yourself out. The business

of solving your own problems, making your own repairs, and looking after yourself is satisfying

and grows into nice feelings of independence, confidence, and self-respect.It was my friend,

the late Hawaii-based sailor Bob Griffith, who spoke of “the pleasure and the freedom” inherent

in world cruising. What a lovely phrase: the pleasure and the freedom.However, before we

hypnotize ourselves with words, we need to be realistic. Listen to this wise counsel from Guy

Cole:…for every one engaged in long-distance cruising there are probably a thousand others

who dream about it. The trouble with many of these dreamers is that they seek to project

themselves from an environment which they find completely unsatisfactory, into one which they

regard as wholly desirable, without considering the steps which come between. Therein lies

many a personal tragedy. Much of this can be laid directly as a charge against the people who

write books about long-distance cruises. They make it all sound fatally easy. “The wind had

now worked up to Force Eight and we pulled down a couple of reefs in the main. . . .”

Impatiently, the reader flips over the page to see what happened next. Yet, concealed within

that careless sentence, is half an hour of bitter struggle, wrestling with refractory canvas, in the

blackness of a rain-squall, while being thrown around the decks of a small boat pitching and

tumbling in an ocean swell.Worse still are those who write books describing how they simply

bought a boat, and sailed away—just like that—without any knowledge of seamanship or

navigation, or anything else. It has been done. There is no denying it. But in order to survive for

long enough to enable them to acquire the necessary knowledge to carry on with their cruising,

these people must have been extraordinarily lucky. And we hear nothing of those who failed

miserably, or never got started, through inexperience.1Cruising under sail is a hundredfold

more complex than merely buying a suitable yacht. We know this because the marinas and

harbors of the world are dotted with private pleasure craft, most of which go nowhere at all.

There are tens of thousands of boatowners but very few sailors. Pay attention to this phrase:

lots of boat-owners but few sailors. And a sailor you must be if you’re going to try ocean

voyaging. You need a modicum of sailing aptitude, some ability to fix things, and the willingness

to pitch in and work.Most veteran long-distance small-boat sailors are free spirits who fall into

the classification of restless adventurer and who are always looking at distant horizons and

trying new things. These spooky engineers usually lack fancy certificates, but they’ve all served

fairly intensive apprenticeships and have learned a good bit about the sea, the care of their

vessels, and the management of themselves.Dictionary woes. “Excuse me. Is góhan cooked

rice? Is komé raw grain rice? Or do I have the words mixed up?” Margaret shopping in

Yamagawa, Japan.To learn the fundamentals of sailing you need to go to a special school for a

few weeks. You will be taken out in a dinghy or small vessel for instruction in sail handling,

tacking, gybing, docking, maneuvering in restricted waters, and following safety procedures.

Then you must practice as often as possible and serve as crew for friends on their yachts.In

the beginning you will be only a grunt, but little by little it will come to you. Every time you sail

on a different vessel you learn a thing or two because each captain has his own way of doing

things. You need to practice stitching sails, to find out about anchors and rigging, and to get

some notion of sanding and painting and fixing things because life under sail is a never-ending

round of maintenance, modifications, and large and small repairs.To master celestial

navigation requires specialized study and practice, although the mysteries of the sextant and

related calculations are much exaggerated.I know that global positioning system (GPS)

instruments are far easier to use and more accurate than sextants for keeping track of your



position. I use a GPS device and it’s wonderful. However, I believe that you should be able to

navigate with a sextant as well. Suppose your GPS unit (and the spare) stops working, you

have a battery problem, or the system itself is shut down. At least take a sextant, a book of

instructions, a small, portable shortwave radio (for time signals), and a current nautical

almanac with you.Celestial navigation is fascinating, and it gives you a good feeling to find your

way by measuring the angles of the sun, moon, stars, and planets. When you shoot stars with

a sextant, you soon learn to identify some of the constellations; it’s fun to sail your way through

the night sky by identifying a few pinpricks of white light. (Of course, everybody knows that

stars aren’t stars. They’re tiny openings into the vault of heaven itself….)You must have

patience to learn the craft of sailing, which has set and orderly ways of doing each operation,

schemes of success that have been polished and refined for generations. Even the nautical

vocabulary is specialized because sailors must be able to describe every part of a vessel and

talk about each maneuver and action with unmistakable precision.You can pick up the

fundamentals quickly, but half a lifetime is scarcely enough to perfect your techniques. A good

sailor is always studying and learning and asking questions. Fortunately, the people who travel

on the sea tend to be literate souls who often write books, and there’s an astonishing pile of

publications out there. These fall into three categories:1. Technical books that show you how to

tie knots, identify sea-birds, adjust a compass, bake a halibut, or make sense out of a radar

screen.2. Cruising guides—usually with maps and sketches—that tell about Vancouver Island

or the Portuguese coast or where to anchor in the Turks and Caicos Islands.3. Accounts of

voyages. Recollections of the joys, triumphs, heartaches, and disasters of small-boat sailors.

There are hundreds of these books—some excellent, some middling, some dreadful.You can

hurry along your learning process with selective reading, but in spite of the help and pleasure

from books, you must find out about sailing firsthand. You do not become a seaman by reading.

You need practice. You need to pry your eyes open at 0200. You need to get your hands

dirty.Age is no barrier. My dear friend, Colin Darroch, fulfilled his lifetime ambition by single-

handing a small vessel from San Francisco to Hawaii and back when he was 68. The

Frenchman Jean Devogué circumnavigated the globe when he was 69. I have read many

accounts by sailors who paused in the midst of great nautical adventures “to celebrate [their]

75th birthday,” or “to take note that [they were] 79 today.”At the other end of the age scale,

Robin Lee Graham began his fine circumnavigation when he was 16. More recently, a plucky

21-year-old young woman named Tania Aebi completed a trip around the world that she

started when she was 18.In 1895–98, Joshua Slocum sailed around the world in his famous

Spray. Harry Pidgeon, who was 51 when he began, circumnavigated in Islander in 1921–26.

The Spray was 36 feet, 9 inches in length; Islander was 34 feet. Both yachts were home-built,

and both men were simple, salt-of-the-earth sailors whose direct and pithy accounts of their

trips seem eternally fresh. Think for a moment of the astonishment that Slocum and Pidgeon

would exhibit if they were alive to view some of today’s cruising vessels. These pioneer small-

boat sailors would marvel at plastic hulls, masts constructed of aluminum or carbon tubes,

superstrong sails woven of fibers made from chemicals, small auxiliary engines that run on oil

taken from the ground, devices called radios that enable one to talk at a distance, and

navigation schemes that use mysterious signals sent by orbiting mini-moons.Slocum and

Pidgeon would have shaken their heads in disbelief.The two captains rigged their vessels as

gaff yawls and hand sewed their sails from bolts of cotton cloth. Both boats had plenty of sail

area for their size, and Slocum and Pidgeon could make their vessels steer themselves by

adjusting the sails (usually the small mizzen). Both yachts had no engine, both were easy to

beach for bottom cleaning, both were built for very little money, and both made outstanding



ocean passages.2The 34-foot Islander yawl was built by Harry Pidgeon on the Los Angeles

waterfront in 1917–18 from plans sold by the old Rudder magazine. Pidgeon constructed the

yacht entirely by himself, took her on a trial voyage to Hawaii, and sailed west-about around

the world via Panama and South Africa from 1921 to 1925. He learned to make the yacht steer

herself by adjusting the mizzen sail. Pidgeon taught himself celestial navigation and partially

paid for the trip by selling articles and photographs.Recently I visited the little waterfront

museum in San Pedro, California, that has mementos from Islander’s voyages. I saw the grain

grinder and the vernier sextant that Harry Pidgeon carried on his trip around the world three

generations ago. I thought of Harry grinding dry corn into meal and wheat into flour that he

baked into bread on his wood-burning stove. In my mind’s eye I could see him using his sextant

to shoot a morning sun line and a noon sight. I reflected on the fun and the satisfaction that

show in his writings.These two sailors and their vessels of the past underscore the wonderful

simplicity that’s possible with voyaging yachts. Of course, in today’s world, we use modern

materials (plastics, epoxy glues, stainless steel fastenings, glass and carbon fibers,

polyurethane paints) to build and finish our vessels. However, in outfitting and execution,

Slocum and Pidgeon can teach us a lot. Their key word is simplicity.Again and again Margaret

and I have confirmed the lessons that we have learned from these earlier sailors: a yacht must

be easy to handle, sail well, and have balanced steering. The boat needs plenty of sail area for

moving in light airs and should be easy to shorten down when it breezes up. The job of poling

out a headsail or a spinnaker for downwind sailing should be quick and simple. A yacht needs

a reasonable draft (say, 6 2 for a 35 2 length) to help her to sail to weather. Self-steering

arrangements are important.Below, the vessel needs a snug seagoing sleeping berth for each

person, a small galley in which the cook can work safely, and a table (with a comfortable seat

for the navigator) large enough to spread out a chart. World-ranging sailors chase away the

damp and cold with a heating stove and carry enough water and supplies to last two months or

more.These days, a small engine is useful to help with anchoring procedures, to enter a

complex marina system, and to generate electricity. Certainly electricity is handy to run a GPS

device and to power reading and navigation lights, but it should be possible to get along with

very little—perhaps a few amps from a solar panel or two.Much of the fun and excitement of

long-distance sailing is seeing what people do in far-off places. Here seven young Micronesian

men and a 16-year-old girl sing and play their hearts out on a beach in Tarawa simply for the

joy of making music.We don’t need queen-size beds, turbocharged engines, auxiliary power

plants, large fuel tanks, washer-dryers, and tents over the cockpit.Can it be that in this new

century, a hundred years after Slocum, we have fallen into the trap of trying to make some of

our beamy cruising vessels into shoreside apartments? Do we need shag rugs, upholstered

chairs, microwave ovens, icemakers, TV sets, and fancy restaurant-type dining with vases of

flowers and long-stemmed wine glasses?Some of these things are all very well at anchor or in

a fancy marina, but at sea they’re a bust. I’ve been in engine rooms of 50-foot cruising yachts

that reminded me of the engine room of a diesel submarine. Air-conditioning may be nice at

times, but why pay the price of machinery and engine time? Why not go where there’s some

wind and open a hatch?It’s obvious from their products that many builders who make cruising

yachts have done little sailing themselves. They’re interested not in cruising, but in selling so

many units per month. Marketing experts know that a woman’s vote is important, so the

builders have become more concerned with decorator styling in the main saloon than with draft

for windward ability. Salespeople would rather talk more about refrigeration than adequate

anchors. The builder’s specifications of one 33-foot yacht show a freshwater capacity of 20

gallons but offer “hot water with pressure water system and shower” for an extra $1,117. How



long do you suppose 20 gallons of water will last?3Yet some of these people mumble about

world-cruising capability in the same breath that they discuss bank financing. Perhaps the truth

is that most yachts will never unplug their yellow electrical umbilical cords and go anywhere

anyway, so the dockside apartment marine fantasy is more realistic.I hope I’m wrong.The

uneasiness between many owners of monohulls and multihulls is discouraging. We should

remember that we’re all sailors and can learn much from each other. Even the most

mossbacked monohull fan is generally astonished at the acceleration and speed of multihulls

when he goes for his first ride. And there is the advantage of the easy beaching of such

vessels. True, multihull capsizes are horrifying, but instead of endless criticizing and holier-than-

thou pontificating by monohull owners, all of us should encourage naval architects to come up

with improved schemes of self-righting for oceangoing catamarans and trimarans. This is a

problem of first priority. Certainly if naval architects like Dick Newick can design such brilliant,

eyecatching, high-performance trimarans as Three Cheers, Gulfstreamer, and Val, they can

invent a system of righting an upside-down craft. They must.Finally, do yachts have to look so

alike? A splendid variety of rigs and hulls is available. There are five hundred years of

traditional designs from which to choose. We have the gaff ketch, the staysail schooner, the

Chinese lugsail rig, the cat ketch, the lateen—the list goes on and on. We have bluff-bowed

hulls from Holland; long, slender hulls from Sweden; double-enders from Norway; and those

lovely hulls with their curving lines that John Alden used to draw for his Malabar schooners.

Consider the popularity of the Nonsuch design (six hundred boats!) with its single unstayed

mast and a sail that’s controlled with a wishbone boom.My favorite freethinker among naval

architects is Philip Bolger, whose designs are novel, fresh, and outstanding. (Look at his books

The Folding Schooner and Boats with an Open Mind.) Recent advances in carbon-fiber spar

fabrication make freestanding masts increasingly possible. It may be within our grasp to do

away with all standing rigging and a hundred or more highly stressed fittings and have better

and safer sailing, as the yachting writer and designer Garry Hoyt has shown with his brilliant

Freedom designs. (See chapter 7.)What I’m saying is that a cruising yacht can be distinctive,

nice to look at, sail reasonably well, and still be simple and moderately priced. The more

complex a vessel is and the more maintenance she requires, the less an owner will enjoy her

voyages because too much of his time will be locked into upkeep and repairs.Remember when

we started out to see the world and to meet people in different lands, we spoke of the delight

and independence that an ocean-cruising yacht can give? Let’s not forget that magical phrase:

the pleasure and the freedom.Sometimes birds flutter on board and visit with us for an hour or

two. This storm petrel—a small, graceful, quiet creature—came to see us in the Indian Ocean.

However we’ve seen storm petrels all over the world. They seem to dance just above the

waves while they pick up minute scraps of food.No one has more patience than the builder of a

wooden yacht, who must methodically fit together thousands of pieces of specially selected

and shaped wood to form his masterpiece. Here Cliff Niederer of Inverness, California, works

on the 42-foot wooden hull of a Howard Chapelle design.2THE CORPUS ITSELFThe hulls of

sailing yachts are made of wood, steel, aluminum, ferro-cement, or fiberglass. Each material

has advantages and disadvantages. None is perfect and none is simple or cheap. Great

voyages have been made in hulls of each type.We know that the cost of a hull is roughly 20

percent of her total no matter what the material, so a saving of 10 or 20 percent on the hull (so

widely discussed) is really only an economy of 2 to 4 percent on the finished boat. This is not a

large consideration because the hull, after all, is the heart of a vessel. The costs for the ballast,

mast, rigging, interior woodwork, tanks, machinery, and sails don’t vary no matter what hull

material is used.Based on a building scheme that has evolved over thousands of years, a



traditional hull of wood or metal is constructed around a central backbone made up of three

structural members: the stem, keel, and sternpost. Curved athwartship frames are erected

above and on each side of this central backbone. The frames are let in or welded to the keel

and stem; to add to the strength of the frames and to tie opposite frames to each other and to

the keel, transverse floors are laid across the frames just above the keel. These athwartship

floors bind the frames and keel into a unit of great strength. (The floors are structural members

and have nothing to do with the cabin floor or sole.)The ballast keel is usually a massive lead

or iron molding that’s bolted to the wooden or metal keel. With steel and aluminum, the lead

ballast is sometimes melted into place inside the hull. In the case of fiberglass construction, the

ballast (in small blocks) is often put inside the bottom of the hull and glassed over. However, a

much better practice with a fiberglass hull is to through-bolt the ballast keel to the outside of

the bottom. This way the lead takes any knocks instead of the more delicate fiberglass, which

is troublesome to repair.The hull is planked or plated with longitudinal wooden planks or plates

of metal. Stringers are fore-and-aft wooden or metal strengthening pieces that are fastened

inside the frames from the stem to the stern. The clamp (or shear clamp) is a structural

member that runs fore and aft on the inside and just below the tops of the frames. A second

structural member called the shelf is bolted to and above the clamp (sometimes one piece of

wood or metal is used for both) and takes the athwartship deck beams that support the deck.

Boatbuilders often install triangular braces called knees to reinforce right-angle joints. All

throughout the construction, each piece is screwed, glued, bolted, or welded to its neighbor to

make a strong and rigid structure.WOODThere are five ways to build with wood: carvel

planking, clinker planking, strip planking, plywood, and cold-molded.The most traditional

wooden construction (still widely used in many countries for work and fishing craft) is carvel

planking. In this scheme, longitudinal planks, say 1!\ by 5 inches (for a 38 2 vessel), are nailed,

riveted, or screwed to transverse frames erected on heavy fore-and-aft timbers that make up

the stem, keel, and stern-post. After construction, the seams between the planks are caulked

to make the hull watertight. Such a hull relies on strong fastenings to hold its hundreds of

separate pieces together, each of which has been named and had its function carefully worked

out during centuries of trial and error.A carvel-planked hull requires many skilled hand

operations and long planks of high quality, preferably of air-dried wood. Unfortunately, the

forests from which boatbuilding timbers used to come are mostly gone; suitable wood is not

available in large quantities, and what’s left is priced out of sight. This means that today, few

woodworkers learn to dress timbers with an adze or to spile planking. Instead they become

expert joiners and use their skills to construct fine wooden interiors in hulls built by other

means.Clinker planking is a second way to build with wood. This scheme, sometimes called

clench or lapstrake, is similar to carvel construction except that the planks are overlapped

slightly and through-fastened. This makes an extremely strong hull that requires no caulking

and is quite watertight. Unfortunately, the hull is not smooth because of the projecting plank

edges. Varnished clinker planking is common in Scandinavia. The original Folkboat was clinker-

built.A boatbuilder in Alanya, Turkey, lifts a wide plank of carefully seasoned wood while he

endeavors to keep four new fishing boats on schedule.Strip planking is a scheme of wooden

hull construction in which the planks are generally square (perhaps 1 or 1 ½ 3 on each side).

The top of each strip is cut slightly concave and the bottom is a little convex so that each plank

will fit nicely into the next when working up or down the curves of the hull (although this may

not be necessary with epoxy glue). Every plank is glued and edge-nailed to its neighbor, which

results in a rigid, watertight, strong monocoque (one-piece) hull that is well suited to amateur

construction. Since small sizes of wood air-dry more rapidly, it is easier to find suitable wood for



strip planking than for carvel planking.Plywood can be bent only one way, so its use is limited

to a hard-chine hull with parallel topsides and a V-bottom. The sides of the V are sometimes

split and angled outward a second time, which results in a double chine or a more rounded hull

section. This type of building is good for amateurs except that the rabbet in the chine logs (the

longitudinal pieces that take the edges of the plywood) is difficult to cut. Many yachts with hard-

chine hulls are superb sailing vessels, especially the famous Grumete and Cadete designs of

Germán Frers Sr. of Argentina. Eric Tabarly’s Pen Duick VI, the winner of many races, has a

hard-chine hull form, although she was built of aluminum.The fifth type of wooden boatbuilding

is cold-molded, in which thin layers of wood (say ![ 3 thick × 5 3 wide) are formed over a male mold.

The hull is built upside down, and initially a single laminated piece that forms the stem, keel,

and sternpost is put into place along the top of the mold. The first layer of planking over the

male mold is followed by the second, carefully glued and stapled, with the grain of the wood

aligned in a different direction. The grain of each succeeding lamination crosses at a different

angle, resulting in a plywoodlike, one-piece hull of great strength and lightness. From three to

nine laminations are built over the form before the hull is removed from the mold and the

internal framing installed. The famous yachts Stormvogel, Windward Passage, Outlaw, Gipsy

Moth IV, and Gipsy Moth V all were constructed with the cold-molded process. An advantage of

cold-molding is that wafer-thin planks are used and the wood can be seasoned quickly. The

hulls are costly, however, because craftsmen of great skill and integrity are needed.The

strength of wood is reduced significantly when wet. The American Plywood Association notes

that stiffness, for example, is lessened about 11 percent with a moisture content of 16 percent

or more. Allowable stress in bending is reduced 25 percent and compression as much as 39

percent. The West System of the Gougeon Brothers—in which various kinds of wood

construction are saturated with thin epoxy glue to make an almost new material—is excellent

and has much to recommend it. West epoxy has become a standard fixture in boat

construction and repair for both wood and fiberglass.All five types of wooden construction

require frames (steam-bent, sawed, grown, laminated, or made of metal), floors of wood or

metal, a clamp and shelf, and stringers.Builders often construct decks of several layers of

plywood with their joints carefully scarfed and staggered. The plywood is screwed or nailed to

the deck beams, which are bolted to the shelf, which in turn is bolted to the clamp, as we have

seen. Usually builders cover a plywood deck with a layer or two of fiberglass cloth (to seal the

deck and prevent leaks) followed by several coats of paint sprinkled with sand. Decks are

sometimes planked with selected teak, which looks nice and gives excellent footing. A good

scheme for steel and aluminum decks is to glue down large pieces of a carefully fitted

rubberlike covering such as Treadmaster, which comes in various colors. Light colors are

cooler in the tropics, but white is no good because it causes too much glare for the crew.Wood

is much subject to rot, especially wood of poor quality that’s improperly seasoned. Careful

design, however, together with adequate ventilation and chemical treatment, can minimize

such deterioration. Wood immersed in the sea is attacked by marine borers, which can destroy

unprotected timbers in less than a year. Shipworms (Teredo and Bankia) and gribble (Limnoria)

can be kept away either by tacking sheets of thin copper over the wood or by covering the hull

with heavy (and expensive) toxic paint. With strip-planked, plywood, and cold-molded hulls you

can get perfect protection from marine borers by putting a single layer of fiberglass cloth and

polyester or epoxy resin (preferred) on the hull. This is generally not possible with carvel

construction because of the expansion and contraction of the planks.4STEELSteel is excellent

for larger yacht hulls, say 35 feet and up. The metal is by far the strongest of all hull materials,

and it can be easily and positively fastened by welding. The welder should be certified and his



work checked by independent experts who sometimes X-ray welding samples. Steel is cheap,

and careful design and modern painting systems deal effectively with rust and corrosion. Either

hard-chine or conventionally curved hulls are possible. The procedure starts with steel frames

being erected on the stem, keel, and sternpost pieces, which are also cut from steel.

Longitudinal stringers fair out the hull and form the substructure. The plating (say 3/16” for a 42-

footer) goes on in large, rectangular pieces that can be rolled, pounded, and forced into the

necessary curves.5Steel is tough, strong, and cheap. Alex Jacubenko tack welds a bow plate

into position on a 46-foot Buchanan cutter in an outdoor yard in California.It’s impressive to see

a metalworker build a new vessel. After raising a plate (say 3 × 6 2) into position over the

framework, the builder clamps one or two edges and fastens them down with tack welds. Then

with powerful clamps, purchases, bars, and much ingenuity, the metalworker begins to bend

the plate little by little until, after several hours or a day’s work, the plate is pulled and pushed

into its final curve.I remember watching a builder named Alex Jacubenko at work in Sausalito,

California. “A steel plate is like a woman,” he joked. “It will yield only to a stronger mind and a

superior force.” Then Alex would grunt a little as he wrestled a hydraulic jack into position

against a heavy piece of steel.After all the plates are tacked into place, they are welded

together into a structure of tremendous strength, the only sort of hull that has a real chance on

a coral reef. The decks can be made of steel (heavy) or plywood (lighter). Poor building

techniques or light plating sometimes results in hulls whose topsides look like the rib cage of a

hungry horse. However, reasonable plating thicknesses and good work can produce a

handsome hull even without the use of fillers (which generally fall off after the yacht leaves the

boatyard).Unprotected steel rusts quickly. It needs to be sandblasted or cleaned with acid, and

zinc-sprayed or painted with zinc compounds, followed with an epoxy or tarbased paint system.

The metal on the inside of a steel hull also needs careful cleaning and attention; otherwise,

rust and corrosion will destroy the hull from the inside out. It’s a good idea to make the frames

and deck beams of flat-bar stock (erected on edge) instead of angle iron or T-bar stock

because at a stroke this scheme eliminates hundreds of impossible-to-protect metal faces. In a

few areas where rust is a problem, builders use stainless steel: for chainplates, the top of the

bulwarks (underneath a wooden rail cap), winch bases, and around the windlass where the

anchors are handled and the paint gets chipped.A builder must be careful not to mix metals

during construction. It’s unwise, for example, to use bronze through-hull fittings because

galvanic action—which affects any two nearby dissimilar metals immersed in an electrolyte—

begins at once in salt water. The steel hull, “the giver” or less noble metal, begins to decay, and

in time, holes will be eaten in the plating next to the bronze fittings, or “the takers.” (Steel hulls

made today generally have iron or plastic valves.) It’s customary to attach small sacrificial

plates of zinc to the propeller shaft and any underwater fittings made of metal different from the

hull. The zincs, being anodic, or least noble, are eaten away before the underwater fittings. It’s

simple to replace the zincs during a haulout.These points suggest that a steel hull requires a

lot of maintenance. This is true to some extent, but if a builder pays attention to the things I

mentioned above and the owner keeps current with painting, the upkeep should be little more

than that of a carvel-planked wooden hull of comparative size.Because of their weight, steel

yachts are usually designed as heavy-displacement yachts and require large rigs for good

performance. Their advantage is great strength. The bottom of the keel can be made of 1-inch

steel plate if you wish; the heavy plate acts as both ballast and an indestructible bumper. A

steel hull is easy and fast to repair because you can find competent welders all over the world.

The metallic shell has watertight integrity, and an owner has no problems at all with

shipworm.Many yachtsmen are wary of steel yachts. This is unfortunate because properly



handled, steel is an excellent building material. I’ve seen many steel yachts that have the

appearance of molded fiberglass vessels. Certainly with the costs of yachts escalating to

incredible heights, steel may come into more favor, particularly for yachts of medium and heavy

displacement more than 40 feet in length.In Holland, the clever designers at E. G. van de Stadt

have come up with a simplified multichine hull based on four longitudinal pieces on each side.

Such a hull comes close to one with rounded sections but can be built quickly and at reduced

cost. (See overleaf.)The problem with hard-chine construction for amateur builders has always

been the accurate lofting and cutting out of the side pieces. If this work is sloppy, the result is

slipshod construction with wavy lines, uneven welding surfaces, and a terrible appearance.

With computers, however, the Dutch designers have been able to plot the shape of each hull

piece with great precision. Then, using the computer files, a specialist shop can cut out the

plates with a laser device to an accuracy of ½ millimeter or 0.019 inch (slightly more than

1/64”). Reference lines for the bulkheads, floors, engine bed, keel position, and various

reinforcements can be marked on the plates at the same time. An amateur builder can buy a kit

of these parts. The assembly is quick and the building times can be measured in weeks

instead of months. Such hulls can be built in steel, aluminum, or marine plywood. The same

computer technique can be adapted to bulkheads and interior furniture cut from sheets of

plywood or solid wood. Cleverly used, this technology makes it possible to reduce waste and,

incredibly, even to match grain patterns.ALUMINUMAluminum weighs only 34 percent as much

as steel, and the alloy generally used for boatbuilding stays quite free of rust and corrosion. It’s

less strong, however, so designers specify greater thicknesses, often 1.66 times that of steel.

Even so, the net saving in weight is a significant 44 percent or so.The alloy used for

boatbuilding is generally grade 6061, which contains small amounts of magnesium and silicon.

Naval architect Tom Colvin, who has much experience with aluminum and used it for his

personal cruising yacht K’ung Fu-ste, writes that “it is extremely easy to work with and requires

very little maintenance.”6A new steel hull in 15 days? These three photographs show part of

the quick assembly method of constructing a multichine hull developed by E. G. van de Stadt of

Wormerveer, Holland. The engineers use a computer to calculate the templates for the eight

side and bottom pieces for the hull. Not only can these shell pieces be plotted with remarkable

precision, but the deck, coachroof, cockpit, bulkheads, engine beds, floors, and so on can be

drawn at the same time. Even reference lines for joining the separate pieces can be marked on

each part. Specialized firms use plasma torches that follow the computer templates to cut the

parts to exact sizes. Because of the accuracy of each piece, a shell with fair lines can be built

without frames. Assembly is quick, and an extremely strong basic hull can be constructed in a

few weeks. This hull has three chines per side.Fabrication is similar to building with steel

except that curved sections of the hull plating are often formed with simple roller devices.

Aluminum can be welded with special equipment and seems ideal for yacht hulls. For a 45-foot

vessel, designers generally specify 5/16-inch plating for the topsides, with lighter material for

the decks and increasingly heavier stock in the underwater areas.A typical 34-foot design in

steel displaces 11,900 pounds. In aluminum or wood, the same boat displaces 9,900 pounds

and requires an increase in ballast from 4,000 to 4,400 pounds.Aluminum’s main drawbacks

are higher cost and the greater expense of welding. However, these items are partially offset by

easier fabrication and less rigorous painting requirements than for steel. A downside

consideration is that few boatyards are set up to repair aluminum vessels. Note that in all parts

of the world outside the United States, this lightweight metal is called aluminium (with an extra

i) and is pronounced al-u-MINN-e-um.In the early 1950s, Tom and Ann Worth circumnavigated

in Beyond, a Laurent Giles–designed 43-foot cutter that was constructed of riveted



Birmabright, an aluminum alloy. For a long time, aluminum was used mostly for large, custom

racing yachts. However in the last few years, two sets of my friends—Sally Schroeder and

Craig and Linda McKee—have had aluminum yachts built in Holland. So far, both report

complete satisfaction.In good hands, an aluminum hull can be a thing of great beauty, besides

being lightweight, tight, and dry. (One owner reports using a whisk broom in the bilge.) It’s

possible to skip deck and topside painting altogether, though these areas are normally painted

for cosmetic reasons (after careful degreasing and acid etching). Paint with lead, copper, or

mercury compounds must not be used. Tin-based antifouling paint is generally put on the

bottom.Sound tends to reverberate in metal-hulled vessels (“tin drums”), and condensation can

be annoying. To deal with these problems, builders usually insulate steel and aluminum hulls

with a few inches of fireproof, sound-deadening polyurethane material.Most sailors know that

removing a stainless steel bolt from an aluminum mast can be a daunting business. This is

because electrons flow from the aluminum (the anode, or giver), which corrodes and seizes the

threads of the stainless bolt (the cathode, or receiver). The process is galvanic corrosion.

Similarly, the owner of an aluminum yacht should studiously avoid bronze and copper plumbing

parts and bronze deck fittings. If mixing metals is unavoidable, a good procedure is to place a

thin plastic or rubber gasket or Tufnol washers and sleeves or a special compound between,

say, a stainless steel winch and an aluminum cockpit coaming to isolate the metals. Builders

using aluminum customarily slip a thin plastic sleeve between the stainless steel engine shaft

and the aluminum alloy propeller.Aluminum is strong and lightweight and can be easily cut with

a band saw and formed into complex shapes. On this hull, temporary girders have been tacked

into place to maintain a smooth hull during welding. Aluminum topsides are sometimes left

bare, although they are usually painted for aesthetic reasons. Copper bottom paint causes a

galvanic couple between the copper and aluminum, so bottom paints with tin or arsenic are

generally used. Care needs to be taken with electric wiring and exposure to steel docks and

shore power. In spite of these problems, aluminum is popular for custom hulls because of its

strength, light weight, and freedom from rust.An excellent practical solution to problems of

mixed metals is to put a little anhydrous lanolin on both the bolt or fitting and its mounting hole.

You can buy a pound of anhydrous lanolin from a pharmacy for twenty dollars. It will last you for

the rest of your life, besides being a good hand cream.A second problem, electrolysis, is the

corrosion caused by stray electrical currents seeking a ground. This can be serious in a steel

yacht and catastrophic in an aluminum hull, whose electrical wiring must be faultless. Most

engineers favor a well-insulated two-wire, nongrounded system. Taking aboard electric power

from the shore must be done with care.“Confusion often exists between electrolytic and

galvanic corrosion,” writes naval architect Nigel Warren. The difference is quite simple: galvanic

corrosion is caused by an electric current generated by two different metals in a conducting

medium such as salt water (a seawater battery). Electrolytic corrosion, or electrolysis, is

caused by a current from an external source, often the boat’s battery or a shore supply.“The

current that causes electrolytic action is called ‘stray current’ and usually emanates from a

poorly installed electrical circuit or a bad earthing arrangement—on power tools or a radio for

instance. . . . “continues Warren. “The rate of electrolytic corrosion can be quite frightening

because the stray current may be anything from a trickle (because of damp, for instance) to a

deluge from a short circuit; there is no inherent limitation as with galvanic corrosion.”7You can

often spot an aluminum yacht when she comes into a harbor or marina because the captain

invariably hangs a zinc on a wire (grounded to the hull via a big alligator clip) over the side at

the bow and the stern. Dangling a zinc in the water and connecting the wire is easy and takes

only a minute. The zincs are more active than the aluminum of the hull and will help protect the



underwater plating. If after a few weeks the captain notices that his zincs are disappearing, he

can replace them or move the boat elsewhere.Incidentally, using one or more zincs in a

crowded harbor is a good plan for all vessels, no matter what the hull material. These problems

with metal corrosion are not new. A century ago when a giant New York racing yacht with an all-

bronze hull (!) was moored with a group of its rivals (perhaps with iron cables to a common iron

buoy), the other yacht captains began to complain that their underwater iron was

disappearing.To sum up: aluminum is excellent for yacht hulls, but like sex when you’re sixteen,

you should take a few precautions. P.S. Don’t tie up an aluminum yacht alongside a metal dock

or steel pilings for the winter.FERRO-CEMENTA few years back there was a great flutter of

excitement about ferro-cement hull construction. In one system, frames of iron pipe are erected

on a metal backbone. Longitudinals of ¼-inch iron rods (or high-tensile steel) are tacked into

place about every 4 inches from the keel to the bulwarks to make the hull form. Then layers of

square welded mesh (or chicken wire) are laid over the hull on both the inside and the outside

and tied to one another and to the longitudinal metal rods with thousands of small wires. The

entire hull is then plastered with a dense, cement-rich concrete mix.This all sounds fast and

cheap, but the amount of handwork is enormous. Care is necessary with the lofting, the setting

up of the frames, and at every other step. The plastering is critical and expensive, and unless a

first-class hull results, the amateur builder will be quite disappointed and own a product that is

not only unsatisfying but completely unsalable.Ferro-cement yachts tend to be real icebreakers.

They often weigh a good deal more than their designers and builders admit, and the sailing

performance suffers because the vessel is under-rigged for her weight. Because of its inherent

heaviness, ferro-cement construction is best for large yachts, say 45 to 55 feet long. In

particular, ferro-cement decks and bulkheads are disastrous because of their great weight,

which robs the usual iron ballast (lead is better) of much of its effect. The desperate novice

owner then installs a big engine and large fuel tanks, whose weight handicaps the sailing even

more.A ferro-cement hull must be insulated for cold-weather sailing; painting is not easy, and

sometimes the wavy lines in a hull are enough to make even the strong weep. It’s important to

get complete penetration of the metal armature when the vessel is plastered; otherwise the hull

will be in trouble from the beginning.To guard against voids, uneasy builders often drill

hundreds of holes and pump in epoxy or grout under pressure. The sum of these various

problems frequently overwhelms amateur builders; many have abandoned their ferro-cement

projects in fields and city parks and along highways.In spite of these difficulties, a ferro-cement

hull built by an expert can take an owner a long way. The voyages of Bob and Nancy Griffith in

their 53-foot Awahnee were exemplary, although the hull was later fiberglassed to reduce rust

bleeding, cracking, and peeling. Over the years I have seen beautiful ferro-cement yachts from

New Zealand, Canada, and England. All, however, were constructed by experts who would

have done a good job in any medium.Naval architect Bruce Bingham, who made an intensive

study of ferro-cement and even wrote a book on the subject, has been very critical:When it

gets down to laying mesh, applying rods, twisting wires and fairing out the ferro-cement

armature, the inexperienced amateur may be in for a further shock. The process takes untold

patience, much more than the proponents dare to admit. A comparable strip-planked hull, for

instance, may be constructed and faired in about one fourth the time required for ferro-cement,

and a one-off fiberglass hull can usually be completed in slightly more than half the time of

ferro-cement, using a male mold process. Aluminum construction is well beyond the amateur

capability, but construction of a hard chine plywood or steel hull can still beat ferro-cement on

the time scale.8Ferro-cement building—which at one time may have had a reasonable future—

suffered enormously from the misleading publicity of a few unscrupulous promoters. They



implied (in magazine advertisements that should never have been printed) that a beginner

could easily build a yacht with ferro-cement that could sail around the world. Many gullible

people dutifully bought plans, building materials, engines, and so on, often from the promoters,

and started construction. Perhaps 1 in 500 completed his dream yacht, but the other 499

hopefuls lost everything, including years of time and lots of money.At the beginning of this

chapter, I wrote that the cost of a hull is roughly 20 percent of the total budget no matter what

the hull is made of. A saving of 10 or 20 percent on hull costs is really an economy of only 2 to

4 percent on the cost of the finished boat. The other 80 percent goes to the ballast, mast,

rigging, interior woodwork, tanks, winches, anchors, engine, sails, and so forth. However,

according to the promoters, all the round-the-world dreamers needed were a few bits of iron

pipe, some iron rods, a little chicken wire, and a few bags of cement. Ridiculous!In the 1950s

and 1960s, another promoter, who was pushing trimarans, promised the same sort of pie in the

sky. A born salesman who could have sold ice to Eskimos, Arthur Piver claimed that with a few

sheets of plywood, a little glue, and a few odds and ends that you probably have in your

garage, you could put together a multihull in which you could sail off into the blue and retire

from the world.*This was manifestly untrue, as many innocent people discovered after wasting

large amounts of time and money. It’s not possible to build any sort of reasonable yacht with

bits and scraps unless you’re resourceful and ingenious to an extraordinary degree and are

willing to put up with considerable discomfort and hardship. It’s notable that Piver didn’t go

around the world in one of his vessels, nor did the ferro-cement promoters.Though there are

some first-class ferro-cement yachts around, the boats in general have such a poor reputation

(heavy, slow, hard to fix, abysmal resale value) that most yacht brokers, surveyors, and

insurers won’t touch them with a boat hook. In general, ferro-cement yachts have faded away,

not because the hull scheme is inherently bad, but because hype and false promises poisoned

the name. It’s a shame, because they were overpromoted to the gullible, who suffered.Naval

architect Bill Garden got so fed up with ferro-cement boats that in the budgets he prepared, he

cynically included demolition and burial costs, including a bottle of whiskey for the bulldozer

driver and a box of grass seed for the back garden after the abandoned monster was broken

up and buried.Next: the fiberglass revolution.How a little artistic endeavor helps the look of a

yacht! Without this cleverly designed red stripe and the name of the boat, Ia Ora would be just

another white hull in the harbor. But the graceful lines and sweep of the stripe and integrated

name make this aluminum-hulled French boat distinctive and unique.3THE MAGIC

PLASTICAccording to Dan Spurr’s fine book Heart of Glass, the first fiberglass boat was not an

instant discovery, like Alexander Graham Bell’s telephone or the polio vaccine of Dr. Jonas

Salk. Instead, it took many people and companies years of experimenting and tinkering with

exotic glues and resins (urea formaldehyde, for instance) and all sorts of reinforcing materials

(cotton cloth, brown paper, unbleached muslin) before the dream of a plastic boat turned into a

real product.The magic moment, says Spurr, may have been in 1942 when a research

engineer named Ray Greene received a gallon of cold-setting polyester resin from the

American Cyanamid Company. At the time, Greene was working on experimental rocket tubes

for the U.S. Army using fiberglass products from the Owens Corning Company. Greene tried

mixing the resin with glass fibers and—presto!—the era of the long-dreamed-of instant boat

was born.9Myth of Malham was designed by Laurent Giles for John Illingworth and built lightly

but strongly of double-skinned mahogany with intricate internal framing of metal and wood.

Launched in 1947, with a 50 percent ballast ratio and without an engine, she was the terror of

ocean racing for 15 years. I wonder how she would go with today’s high-tech sails instead of

the canvas of half a century ago. Here she slides along in smooth water in the south of



England with her cutter rig pulling to perfection. Note the double hatches in the companionway

and how the staysail is sheeted inside the upper and intermediate shrouds. Her measurements

are 39 feet overall with a waterline length of 33.5 feet, a beam of 9.3 feet, and a draft of 7.2

feet.The first boats to utilize glass fibers and polyester resin on a commercial basis were a

series of 14-foot skiffs built in 1944 by the Universal Molded Products Company of Bristol,

Virginia. By 1948 Ray Greene was constructing 8-foot fiberglass dinghies and a 16-foot

daysailer called the Rebel.Greene sold five thousand Rebels and thought he’d discovered

boatbuilders’ heaven. Think of the rewards! Plastic boats could be built quickly and cheaply;

they were strong and light and free from the rot and leaks of wood. Perhaps plastic boats would

last forever. Maybe Greene could sell a Rebel to every family in the United States!But

according to veteran boatbuilder and author Allan Vaitses, in his book The Fiberglass Boat

Repair Manual,10 the predecessors of the fiberglass boat were the glass-fiber radar domes

molded by the General Electric Company toward the end of World War II. A man named Carl

Beetle, whose family had built whaleboats for generations, saw the radar domes and decided

to transfer the technique to small vessels. Beetle introduced one-piece molded fiberglass boats

at the New York Boat Show during the winter of 1946–47.The truth is that both authors are

correct. Man had dreamed of one-piece, leak-proof boats for centuries, but like alchemists

trying to make gold from iron, no one knew how to do it. During the early 1940s a number of

experimenters found that liquid resin, when catalyzed with heat and pressure, becomes a solid,

almost indestructible material. But as Vaitses writes, “It is not very impressive, being rather

brittle, and it is hard to imagine what anyone would want with a material physically similar to

amber-colored hard candy, yet unfit to eat.”11However, when this useless resin is brushed into

a bundle of floppy strands of ultrathin glass fibers and cured, the resin binds the fibers into a

tough material with more tensile strength for its weight than steel. In a twinkling you have a

remarkable new substance. It doesn’t rust. It doesn’t rot. It’s strong and tough, and it lasts for a

very long time.My introduction to fiberglass was in 1958 when I met a builder named Fred

Coleman who was making the 41-foot Bounty sloop (or yawl) of designer Phillip Rhodes at a

company called Aeromarine Plastics. The glass-reinforced plastic boats were constructed in a

beat-up, corrugated iron Quonset hut on the waterfront of Sausalito, California. The company

seemed a hand-to-mouth operation, but the hulls were smooth and impressive and the builder

even made a few fiberglass masts. I wrote a story about the new Bounty for Popular Science

magazine and took the photograph on the previous page of a Bounty under sail.I took this

photograph in 1958, but it could just as well have been yesterday. Note the usual problems

going to weather with a 150 percent genoa in a 15- to 20-knot headwind. The crew is busy

reefing the mainsail. A little water is flying around, and one man is without boots. It’s

encouraging to see that the Phillip Rhodes design has no weather helm. It’s unusual for the

helmsman to kneel.From time to time I see Bounties sailing. They may need painting, and

some of the fittings may be a little shabby and out-designed, but the vessels are still afloat and

have probably outlived their original owners. When I think back to 1958 and reflect on the

Bounty, the remarkable thing is how similar the vessel is to yachts built today. Of course there

have been improvements. The interiors, finishing details, and engineering numbers of yachts

constructed in the 21st century are very much better. But from a boat length away, you’d be

hard-pressed to tell the difference. A slicked-up Bounty would fit right into this year’s Annapolis

or London boat shows.Fiberglass vessels are constructed of thin glass filaments that are made

into various kinds of fabrics. When a hull is laid up, usually in a female mold, these fabrics, one

or two layers at a time, are saturated with a liquid material, generally polyester resin that has

been catalyzed with small amounts of methyl ethyl ketone peroxide (MEKP). You can compare



a fiberglass laminate with the steel and cement of reinforced concrete. In a laminate the

amount of strengthening glass filament runs about 30 percent, a good deal more than the

percentage of steel in reinforced concrete.Fiberglass (often called FRP for fiber-reinforced

plastic) is a remarkable material. It is strong and stable, unaffected by marine borers, and in

heavier thicknesses will stop bullets fired from a gun. The material has a useful life of forty

years (perhaps much more) and is ideal for molding complex shapes that are difficult and

costly to construct in wood. FRP is light (in suitable design and execution), and repairs are

easy. You need a dry environment, heat, and a disk sander or rasp to grind and taper the

edges of the repair to maximize the bonding area.Some 90 percent of all U.S. sailing yachts

use fiberglass for their hulls. For cruising yachts worldwide, the figure is less—my guess is 60

percent—though the number is increasing. There is much talk of fiberglass, but away from the

United States you see many wooden- and metal-hulled yachts.*Fiberglass also has drawbacks.

The materials are expensive, and FRP weighs about 95 pounds per cubic foot. (Hence the

emphasis on thin, well-engineered construction.) The usual polyester resin is neither fireproof

nor completely waterproof. Abrasion resistance is poor. The work is a messy, smelly business.

When you use a disk sander on fiberglass, the resulting dust is extremely irritating, and the hell

of fiberglass itch is well known. Generally, a costly female mold is needed for a hull, although

one-offs can be made with simple male molds. Finally, an FRP hull and deck need to be

carefully insulated to prevent condensation if the vessel is to be used in cold weather.If you

think that fiberglass is the ultimate hull material, you might ponder this photograph of a

wrecked yacht on the Caribbean island of Tortola. Two three-strand anchor or mooring lines

have sawed right through the supposedly impregnable hull. Could the fiberglass layup have

been poorly done and resin-starved? I find it amazing that the lines didn’t chafe through before

slicing into the hull.In addition to fiber materials made of superfine strands of glass, there are

light and heavy cloths and rovings constructed of Kevlar or carbon threads that are used where

high strength or other properties are required. Kevlar, a proprietary invention of Dupont, is well

known because of its use in bulletproof vests and super-strong rope. Carbon fibers add

impressive strength to a hull or mast and are sometimes used in place of metal castings in

winch bases.There are several kinds of resins employed with these materials. The most

common is polyester resin, which is used in 90 percent of marine work for both new work and

repairs. Polyester resin is divided into two types: finishing resin and laminating or air-inhibited

resin. Finishing resin is the better choice when you’re applying a few layers of fiberglass or

repairing a hole in a dinghy. The finishing resin has wax in it that floats to the surface as it

cures and creates a hard surface that you can sand. (If you want to add additional fiberglass to

a glass surface that’s already hard, you will have to sand or grind the surface to ensure a good

bond.)Laminating resin is the choice for bigger jobs and dries to a sticky, nonsandable surface.

Unlike with finishing resin, you can add additional layers to the surface of laminating resin

without sanding or grinding. You can make finishing resin from laminating resin by adding a few

drops of a widely sold wax solution called tack-free additive (TFA) that comes in little

bottles.While polyester resin is good, epoxy resin is a superior bonding material for both

fiberglass and wood. Epoxy makes stronger bonds and is significantly more resistant to

penetration and degradation by water. The best-known epoxy is the West System product

made by the Gougeon Brothers company of Bay City, Michigan, which also produces excellent

repair manuals for boatowners. Most cruising yachts carry a quart or two of West epoxy with

both regular and slow hardeners, which are used at different temperatures. This glue—which

keeps indefinitely—is excellent for small repairs where bonding is a problem or the surfaces

are slightly damp. Once you begin with an epoxy, however, you must continue with epoxy. While



epoxy will bond to underlying polyester, you cannot glass to an epoxy surface with polyester

resin, nor does polyester gelcoat work over epoxy.The extra utility of epoxy comes at a price. In

2003, a quart of West epoxy and hardener cost $39, compared with a quart of polyester

finishing resin and catalyst at $11, about one-quarter as much. Vinylester resin, often favored

in new construction because of its greater resistance (relative to polyester) to moisture

penetration and blistering, cost $16 a quart. All are much cheaper in bulk.A problem with

epoxies is that they are more toxic and cause skin rashes on some people. After long

exposure, a small percentage of boatbuilders become allergic to these substances and are

forced to use other kinds of adhesives. It helps to wear disposable gloves and throwaway

clothing and to work outdoors or in a well-ventilated place.Let’s walk quickly through the

construction phase of a 35-footer.These days practically all plastic boats are built in a female

mold. The first step in making a mold is to construct the hull of the yacht in wood. This can be

done quickly and cheaply by making a strip-planked hull of inferior pine, nailing and gluing it

together, and plastering it with fairing compound to make a supersmooth, fair hull that faithfully

follows the drawings of the naval architect. This wooden hull is called a plug.Shipwrights coat

the plug with wax and then lay large amounts of fiberglass and exterior reinforcements over the

plug to make a rigid female mold. The plug is discarded, often by forcing it up and out of the

mold with water pressure. The resulting mold is carefully polished and waxed and mounted on

wheels or rollers so it can be moved around the shop. Sometimes the mold is made in two

halves that are bolted together so that a newly laid-up fiberglass hull can be removed by taking

the mold apart.To begin a new sailing yacht, an expert sprays the inside of the mold with a

thick layer (20 mils or ½ mm) of gelcoat. Fiberglass hulls and decks are almost always coated

with gelcoat, a tough, lustrous, pigmented polyester resin that’s available in white and a dozen

attractive colors. The gelcoat wraps the hull and deck in a handsome, highly polished finish that

protects the surfaces from the weather, sun, and ultraviolet rays. Gelcoat will last fifteen to

twenty years on the topsides, depending on how it is treated.The glass workers or laminators

then climb inside the mold and press a layer of light fiberglass cloth against the gelcoat. They

work from a scaffolding lowered into the hull. Or they may incline the mold or take it apart and

lay up the hull in halves.A workman laying up a new Valiant 42 hull at the factory in Gordonville,

Texas. Isophthalic resin is mixed in 1-gallon increments (with the catalyzer dyed for proper mix

control) and is used with alternate layers of mat and roving fiberglass. This is the traditional

scheme of fiberglass construction and has hardly changed in forty-five years. This is a big hull

—42 feet long, with a beam of 12.75 feet and a draft of 6 feet. Usually all the fiberglass

materials for a single hull are cut to length and marked. Then they’re weighed as a unit to make

certain that nothing has been left out.The workers saturate the first layer of cloth with catalyzed

resin and use small metal rollers to work out all the air bubbles. Then they begin the main

construction. This is a layer of heavy mat—a material with short fibers in random directions—

followed by a layer of roving, which is bundles of continuous fibers woven into a sort of coarse,

superthick cloth. Mat has superior bonding properties but moderate strength. Roving is a very

strong material, but its bonding qualities are poor. The workers put in alternating layers of mat

and roving and saturate each layer with resin and roll out any air bubbles until a suitable hull

thickness is built up, say from 5/16 to !] inch, depending on the location.Even with fans and air

ducts, it’s unpleasant to work with strong chemicals and irritating glass materials deep inside a

hull. For this reason and because it’s difficult to supervise workers you can’t see, some

companies build fiberglass hulls in two halves that are later joined with many layers of mat and

roving. Two-piece hulls are usually strengthened with substantial athwartship floors, which are

a good idea for one-piece hulls as well. A few custom builders, such as Frers and Cibels in



Buenos Aires, construct a longitudinal I-beam inside the hull along the entire length of the

stem, keel, and sternpost to reinforce the hull for high rigging tensions. If the design uses a fin

keel, floors are necessary to take the keel bolts.In any case, some sort of interior structure is

necessary for a foundation for the interior joinery; such structures might as well serve as useful

strengthening members. This may sound obvious, but a surprising number of builders

construct the hulls and interiors separately and merely tack the furniture in place instead of

strongly glassing in settee fronts, partial bulkheads, shelves, and so on.Some builders believe

that a hull together with all its stiffeners and reinforcements should be molded at one time

(primary bonding) and claim that it is stronger. They believe that glasswork that comes later—

even though the surfaces are roughed up by grinding and done by experts (so-called

secondary bonding)—is less satisfactory. However, I’ve personally seen many major hull

repairs done with secondary bonding and polyester resin (epoxy is better) that were completely

satisfactory.In the United States there’s a phobia about hull thickness (“How thick is she?”),

which, though important, is not the whole answer. Fiberglass is a costly and heavy material in

massive layups. The hull, of course, varies from the deck to the keel, but as I said earlier, an

average topside thickness of 5/16 or !\ inch (keel !] to ¾”), plus floors, internal stiffening, and a

sturdy hull-to-deck joint seem adequate for the size of boats we’re discussing. Naval architects

have taught us that thin, better-made laminates are more satisfactory than thick, resin-rich

layups. Our yachts can be lighter and sail faster with smaller, easier-to-handle rigs.A fiberglass

grid installation for a 46-foot Beneteau yacht. This lightweight grid, which is bonded to the full

with polyester putty and FRP tape, greatly strengthens the lower hull and forms a base for the

interior bulkheads, joinery, and engine. Additional advantages are a better distribution of keel

and rigging loads and a cleaner interior and bilge area. It’s been customary to make such grids

from wood, but they’re heavy and subject to rot in the damp environment. The downside is that

a mold for such a fiberglass structure is difficult and expensive to make and is only effective

costwise for a series production.Years ago a California company made a double-ended sloop

called the Westsail 32 and in an unprecedented marketing blitz sold eight hundred boats. The

hull was laid up in thicknesses approaching 1 inch (2 layers of gelcoat plus 12 layers of mat

and roving). This made an extremely strong hull, much boasted of by owners, but the weight

was excessive. (“A combination of armor plate and millstone,” wrote one buyer.) The result was

that these yachts sail poorly, particularly in light airs, even though naval architect Bill Crealock

made a heroic effort to update and enlarge the rig.12This is why a J-35 can sail figure eights

around a Westsail 32. One is on the light side; the other is too heavy. An icebreaker needs a

colossal rig to move her, and she’s dead in light airs. For world cruisers and all their gear, we

need a middle road.Fiberglass yachts built in the United States generally have thick skins,

bulkheads, and minimal internal framing. Vessels constructed in Europe and the United

Kingdom tend to have thinner skins with more internal longitudinal and transverse stiffeners.

Large, unsupported flat areas of a hull are vulnerable to oilcanning, and if an American-style

hull is fractured, the damage can extend as far as a bulkhead. Internal framing and smaller

panel sizes help localize damage and maintain the shape of the hull.Internal framing is simple

to install when the hull is molded. If 1½-inch-diameter softwood dowels are sliced lengthwise,

tacked in place to make a latticework of 12- or 15-inch squares, and covered with three or four

layers of glass, the gain in hull rigidity is surprising. The bottom parts of a hull should have

adequate floors. Lloyd’s scantling rules specify a 9-inch-deep floor spaced every 16 inches for

a 35-foot hull. Each floor should have two limber or drainage holes.For areas that need to be

extra strong, perhaps around the chainplates, rudder, mast partners, and keel, the naval

architect may specify special materials such as unidirectional roving, biaxial or triaxial fabric,



Kevlar cloth, S glass, or carbon fibers. If the weight of the hull is important, these high-strength

materials may be employed throughout, though at considerable cost.It’s possible to fuse

fiberglass materials together in a perfect bond by using a professional technique called vacuum

bagging. In this procedure, the materials to be laminated are laid up, coated with resin, and

covered with (1) a piece of nonstick release fabric and (2) a sheet of breather material (which

keeps a slight air space between the air bag and the laminate). A clear plastic sheet is then

placed over the work and the edges secured with a special mastic sealant. A hose from a

vacuum pump is attached to the plastic sheet and the air underneath the plastic is drawn out.

The result is that the atmosphere outside the plastic pushes down with a steady, uniform

pressure of 14.7 pounds per square inch on every part of the plastic. This forces the materials

together, squeezes out all air bubbles and excess resin, and produces a first-class laminate.An

even more exotic scheme employs fiberglass materials that are uniformly charged with resin

(prepregs), kept refrigerated until use, and set off by heat. There have been amazing

improvements in prepregs, core materials, and construction techniques. The high priest of all

this is boatbuilder Eric Goetz (pronounced Gertz) of Bristol, Rhode Island, who has put

together many America’s Cup boats and racing one-offs. His costly, superlight boats are

breathtaking in execution, but not in the real world of ordinary sailors and knockabout cruising

boats.Nevertheless, some of the ideas these high-tech experts come up with gradually filter

down to the broader market. For example, Goetz molds chainplates of carbon fiber directly into

the sides or deck of a hull when he builds a new yacht. At a stroke this eliminates fabricating,

polishing, and installing separate stainless steel chain-plates. This not only saves weight but

eliminates a series of bolts and possible leaks. The carbon-fiber chainplates are strong enough

to lift the entire yacht, and my guess is that their final cost is less. This is the sort of thing that

the mass market builders may adopt.But to return to our new hull in the mold. After the basic

hull is completed, longitudinal stiffeners, perhaps athwartship floors, a shear clamp, engine

mounts, and bulkheads are glassed into place. Because the new boat is “green” and not

entirely rigid, it’s a good idea to keep the boat in the mold for a day or two until the stiffeners

and bulkheads have set up, so the hull will maintain the exact form of the mold. The metal

chainplates are now installed to make it easy to lift the boat.When the chain hoist is finally

hooked up and the hull is taken from the mold, the new boat seems a miracle, particularly in a

drab and colorless boat shop. Suddenly in front of you is a boat that’s glossy and brilliant and

almost seems alive in her gorgeous new coat. (Where will she go? Who will sail on her? What

will she be named? How will she cleave through the seas?)How could such a beauty be made

from those dreary drums of chemicals and rolls of scratchy fibers? The finish looks even better

than the paint on a new car or a refrigerator just out of the box. You can comb your hair in your

shiny reflection on the side of the hull.So far we’ve talked of single-skin fiberglass construction.

Another popular FRP building scheme involves putting a core material between layers of

fiberglass. The core material can be end-grain balsa or polyvinyl chloride (PVC) closed-cell

foam produced by various companies. Three prominent brands of foam core are Airex,

Klegecell, and Divinycell. Each material has different characteristics that the architect and

builder balance against cost, durability, and convenience.Generally in foam-core construction,

a female mold is sprayed with gelcoat, as with single-skin building. Then a light outer skin of

fiberglass is laminated into place. Next large sheets of flexible core material (½ to 1” thick) are

glued to the laminate with resin. Finally, additional layers of mat and roving are laminated to the

inside of the core. This results in a sandwich construction of, say, 5/32 inch of glass on the

outside, ½ inch of core material, and 3/32 inch of glass on the inside. More glass is always put

on the outside of the sandwich because of the bangs and bumps that all boats



receive.Because of the thickness of the sandwich, the fiberglass laminates resist bending

strains very well because one skin is under compression while the opposite skin is under

tension. The core takes the shear stress.“Cores make the hull of the boat stiff and light,” writes

naval architect Eric Sponberg. “Lightness means less weight to move through the water, so the

speed is faster. In addition, cores insulate the hull against heat and cold, dampen vibration

from slamming seas, and deaden the sound of chugging engines. Thanks to cores, boats have

better performance and enhanced creature comfort.”13The downside of sandwich construction

is that through-hull and through-deck fastening areas need a solid layup, metal spacers, or

structural epoxies to keep bolts, for example, from crushing the foam and allowing water to leak

into the sandwich. Properly dealing with fastenings and fastening areas demands builders of

great integrity; if water migrates into a cored hull made of end-grain balsa and saturates the

wood, the balsa rots and turns into a sort of white Jell-O in the way of the leak. If water

saturation continues, the entire hull can be ruined and the owner’s investment destroyed. Yacht

surveyors know all about balsa-cored hulls and take fiendish delight in telling one horror story

after another.Owners of vessels with fiberglass sandwich construction should be aware of

these fastening problems, learn how to preserve watertight integrity when they add new fittings

or equipment, and be on the lookout for possible leaks into the laminate. If owners can’t handle

these problems, they should either hire a professional to deal with through-deck and through-

hull issues or choose another kind of hull construction.In spite of these fastening problems,

however, there are thousands of balsa-cored hulls in daily use with complete success.The

decks of fiberglass yachts are commonly built with balsa-core sandwich construction to give a

more solid feel to a person walking on deck. Balsa core also stops ceiling condensation in the

cabin by adding a layer of insulation. Unfortunately, because of marginal construction practices

and careless owners who—without thinking—drill holes to mount tracks and blocks and a

dozen things more, a whole mini-industry now repairs saturated balsa-core decks on sailing

and power yachts. Unlike cored hulls, decks are easier to repair because they are essentially

flat and you can get at both sides (well, almost).Sandwich construction is also good for one-off

hulls that are made over male molds (erected upside down for ease in working). In one building

scheme, sheets of core material are bent, fitted, and fastened to the mold. Then the outer

fiberglass is applied and faired. Next the hull is turned over, the male mold is removed, and

glass, frames, and bulkheads are added to the inside of the new hull. The keel area is usually

strengthened by laying up solid FRP. This all sounds slick and fast, but the downside is that it

takes hundreds of hours of tedious filling and sanding and painting to achieve a finish equal to

that of gelcoat sprayed into a female mold.Note that foam-core sandwich construction isn’t too

far from a strip-planked wooden hull (of cedar or mahogany) with fiberglass glued (and

sometimes mechanically fastened as well) to each side. During the 1994–95 BOC round-the-

world race, Australian David Adams sailed a high-powered 50-footer (with an 82’ mast) based

on a strip-planked hull of light cedar with Kevlar and E-glass on each side. The hull proved to

be remarkably stiff and well able to cope with the high loads of the lofty rig.14Still another way

to build over a male mold is to use C-Flex, a patented material that uses long, thin glass rods

within a fiberglass fabric. The C-Flex “planks” come in long rolls and can be bent in two

directions to follow compound curves. Again, this technique is somewhat analogous to strip-

plank construction in wood.15The latest buzzword in the fiberglass industry is the Seemann

Composites Resin Infusion Molding Process, or SCRIMP. This program attempts to combine

easy layup with vacuum bagging and results in a high-strength fiber content of 50 percent or

more, plus a much-improved environment for boatyard people, who can work without masks,

throwaway clothing, and breathing terrible chemicals all day long.16SCRIMP begins with a



female mold and the usual spraying of gelcoat. Then workers fit in all the precut fiberglass

materials for the outer laminate, layer after layer, but without any resin (except for a little local

adhesive to hold things in place). Next the core material, if any, is laid in place with no resin.

Finally, the inner laminate fiberglass, still dry, is arranged layer by layer over the

core.Perforated resin-infusion tubes are now placed over the work and their delivery lines are

led to drums of resin. Release fabric, breather material, and heavy plastic material are laid over

the entire dry laminate and resin delivery lines and are sealed around the edges. Vacuum

hoses are connected to the plastic bag and the pump is turned on. As the vacuum increases,

an operator opens the resin delivery valves. Freshly catalyzed resin flows into the dry laminate

until it is saturated. The excess resin runs off into channels along the edges of the mold.This all

sounds like a fabricator’s nightmare, and it is, but once working, the results are remarkable: a

tightly compressed cored or solid high-strength lamination with neither air pockets nor excess

resin, plus approval from government air-quality experts concerned with worker safety. The

core material needs a special coating that allows a good bond but prevents the resin from

filling the core. In addition, SCRIMP requires a proprietary compound to ensure the flow of

resin to all parts of the layup to prevent any dry areas.*Large numbers of fiberglass yachts

were built in the 1960s and 1970s. By the 1980s and 1990s these yachts were 20 years old.

Many (not all) of these vessels began to be affected with underwater blisters, particularly as

the protective gelcoat was knocked or broken or sanded through in places. The blisters

appeared regardless of the make of the vessel but were more likely to occur in warmer waters.

The experience of the builder seemed to make no difference. Expensive Hinckleys and Swans

were not exempt.The quick fix was to grind out the blisters, dry the area with heat lamps, then

slap on an underwater epoxy (Marine-Tex, for example) and switch on the heat lamps again.

The final step was to grind the area smooth and roll on bottom paint.But what makes blisters in

the first place? Why not treat the cause instead of the symptom? Blisters may result from

beginning the layup of fiberglass too soon after spraying the gelcoat into a female mold. This

may cause tiny bubbles of gas released from the drying gelcoat to be trapped between the

gelcoat and the fiberglass laminate. Later in the hull’s life, someone may sand the gelcoat and

open many of these tiny bubbles. If the gelcoat is then painted with an impervious polyurethane

or epoxy, each bubble may become a small blister. Thus arose one explanation of this

complicated problem.17 This was not the whole answer, however, because blisters developed

in yachts that were built without any gelcoat at all.A 1990 Practical Sailor magazine survey

concluded that one boat in four would experience blisters in her lifetime. Blisters became such

a serious industry-wide problem (worsened by rumors and false solutions) that desperate

builders sought help from universities and research agencies. Even the Rhode Island state

government got involved.In time, investigators learned that polyester resin is very slightly

porous. After a number of years of immersion, water can penetrate the outer layers of a

fiberglass laminate. The problem then is not merely blisters, but potential destructive damage

to the entire laminate.“Blisters occur when water that has penetrated the laminate dissolves

water soluble materials within the laminate and accumulates in voids or cavities below the

gelcoat layer,” says a recent West System study. “The solution of water and water soluble

materials, through the process of osmosis, attracts more water to the cavities to try to dilute the

solution. The pressure of the accumulating water enlarges the cavities to form gelcoat

blisters.”18The liquid in blisters is an acidic fluid that can attack polyester resin throughout the

laminate. Not only does the acid work to sever the chemical bonds that hold the resin matrix

together, but it attacks the resin-to-fiber bonds. This process is called hydrolysis and can be

disastrous to fiberglass if left unchecked. The researchers also found that water in the bilge



and high humidity in the bilge area can cause water penetration of the laminate and blisters

from the inside out. “It is important to keep the bilge as dry as possible,” said the scientists. “We

strongly recommend active ventilation in bilge areas with powered vents, especially on boats

that have previously blistered.”19A discussion of blister and hydrolysis repair is beyond the

scope of this book. Nevertheless, here are a few remarks on how experts would proceed.The

first step is to inspect the laminate by grinding several 5-inch-diameter patches through the

gelcoat and looking for signs of hydrolysis (whitish fibers and laminate damage). If there are

problem signs, then additional inspection patches are necessary. If widespread damage is

apparent (I’ve seen 2 × 3 2 sheets of fiberglass delaminating on a Swan), the entire gelcoat must

come off.This can be done by grinding, but it takes considerable skill and may leave the hull

uneven and bumpy. Blister cavities will need filling and fairing, and this can be a big

undertaking. A second way to remove the gelcoat is by sandblasting. A third scheme is to

remove the gelcoat by peeling. This is a professional process in which an electric or hydraulic

head shaves the gelcoat. The peeler follows the contour of the hull and works something like a

milling machine as the cutting head goes up and down the hull. The procedure is expensive,

but it’s often cost-effective because it leaves the hull smooth and fair.After the gelcoat is

removed, the hull should be sounded with a small hammer and visually inspected to locate

voids and problem areas.If the hull is damp or wet—as measured with a moisture meter—it

needs to be thoroughly dried out. This is best done by putting the yacht in a shed, covering her

with plastic sheets that extend to the floor, using infrared space heaters and dehumidifiers. This

generally takes about two weeks, but the time can vary. As some yachts dry out, the soaked

laminates produce astonishing amounts of water in the dehumidifiers, which often need to be

emptied daily. In a warm, summery climate the vessel can simply be left outdoors. This is

cheaper, but the drying process may take months. From time to time the hull will need to be

washed to remove salts and chemicals that come to the surface.Next the blister hollows, small

and large voids, and hydrolysis damage will need to be dealt with. This is mostly routine filling,

fiberglass patching, injecting epoxy into small areas with a syringe, and fairing. The hull should

now be smooth and in excellent condition. Finally, a waterproof barrier coat is rolled over the

entire bottom. This can be epoxy resin, vinylester resin, or a special two-part paint. These

compounds often include proprietary additives to promote watertightness and durability. One

company recommends five coats or more of overlapping layers so that the yacht ends up with

a single tough waterproof blanket about 20 mils (½ mm) thick.A full-blown osmosis job is a big

deal and is best done by recommended yards that have special tooling and experts who will

guarantee their work in writing for long periods. If you need such work, talk to a number of

yards, ask for references, and call the references. Avoid fly-by-night operators who promise the

moon at cut-rate prices.When Margaret and I bought our present Whisper as a used boat in

1993, she had had at least one bottom job. Yet she sported a remarkable set of blisters. I

learned that on the U.S. East Coast the yard with the best reputation for bottom work was

Jamestown Boat Works in Jamestown, Rhode Island. In 1994 I took my problem to its

manager, Jono Billings. In two months, Jono and his experts peeled off the gelcoat, dried out

the hull, and put on layers of vinylester resin followed by fairing compound with more vinylester.

When I got the yacht back, her bottom was as smooth as a glass bottle and fairer than when

she was new. Jono warranted his work for five years. The cost was $7,875 ($225 a foot × 35

feet). So far (after nine years in the water) I have had no problems.In the early 1990s, many

builders began to use vinylester resin for new hull construction. Other boat makers roll on

epoxy coatings after the hulls are built. Why not ensure watertightness by doing both? The time

to take these steps is when the yacht is built, not years later when water has seeped into the



laminate and remedial procedures are incredibly difficult and expensive. If you’re buying a new

boat and epoxy coatings are an optional extra at the factory, by all means have them put

on.Many new yachts are now sold with 10-year bottom warranties. With competition for sales,

waterproof bottom materials will probably become standard and force a general upgrading of

hull construction. I hope the problems of hydrolysis, blisters, and hull delamination belong to

the past.Years ago the Valiant Company of Seattle built yachts with fire-retardant resins. It was

the only boatbuilder to do so, and advertised with much ballyhoo that you were safer in a

Valiant 40 than other companies’ boats. Unfortunately the additives used in the resin to restrict

fire caused delamination problems. Disgruntled owners sued Valiant and eventually the

company had to pay. Valiant was later sold to a builder in Texas who now makes excellent

yachts with conventional materials and chemicals. The point of this story is that although

fiberglass technology seems simple and direct, any deviation from the basic process—things

that work well—is risky. Perhaps it’s better for a buyer to stick to something that’s been made

for a few years.Another consideration is the ballast arrangement. In my judgment the best

ballast system by far is an external one-piece lead molding that’s substantially bolted to a

massive FRP layup or to heavy floors that are well glassed to the hull. If you go aground with

such an exterior keel, the mass of lead takes much of the punishment. Inserting the lead inside

the hull is simple, cheap, and quick, but much less satisfactory to the captain who sails the

yacht in difficult places and may go aground occasionally.The resistance of FRP to abrasion is

poor, particularly if you put the full weight of the yacht on a small area of fiberglass. If you go

aground with a fiberglass keel and are unfortunate enough to pound for a few hours, rocks will

chew right through the fiberglass and reduce it to a useless hash. Such damage is tedious to

repair when the yacht is hauled out because it’s difficult to raise the keel high enough in the air

to work on it easily. And if a place is hard to work on—no matter who does it—the repairs are

liable to be marginal in an area that should be as strong and fair as possible. Nobody likes to

grind copper paint and fiberglass above his head.A grounded yacht is always in a chancy

position; yet vessels with exterior lead or iron keels have escaped with only superficial dents

and gouges. The sailor with a fiberglass hull with the ballast inside the keel molding is less

fortunate.If the ballast is inside the fiberglass molding, the builders should encapsulate and

partition off this area from the rest of the yacht. This will ensure that if you knock a hole in the

bottom of the fiberglass keel, the yacht will not fill with water. Interior lead blocks are usually

cemented in place with a mixture of resin and sawdust or fibers of some kind to fill the entire

cavity. However, the semiskilled workers who usually do this job sometimes leave large voids

open to the bilge area. Then even a small hole or crack in the bottom area of the keel molding

will allow water to run directly into the bilge and the interior, and the yacht will fill. The top of the

keel molding should be closed off from the bilge area with heavy layers of glass. Since this

area is largely out of sight and is soon covered by floor timbers and the cabin sole during

construction, it tends to be forgotten and neglected.Occasionally builders use lead shot or

small bits of lead for ballast. I have heard of an unfortunate Englishman who punched a hole in

the keel area of his vessel and lost his entire ballast, which ran out like watery soup. As I said

earlier, builders use encapsulated ballast for only one reason: it’s cheaper. There is much talk

about keel bolts leaking, but substantial Monel or stainless steel bolts (you need fewer than a

dozen) fastened through stout floors, heavy FRP, or both will not leak a drop if properly caulked

at building time.A second reason for favoring an external bolted-on keel is that the lead can

help take the shocks and strains of haulouts. In some places, haulout cradles are rickety and ill-

fitting. A block of lead 3 or 4 feet long gives a helpful margin for error if the yacht comes out of

the water with the cradle in the wrong place.In remote Pichidangui, Chile, the man in charge of



the boatyard sent down a diver to check that the car on the marine railway was set correctly.

Unfortunately it was not, and when the yacht, our first Whisper, came out of the water, the

entire weight of the vessel rested on the edge of a thin steel brace that ran athwartships across

the end of the marine railway car. Part of the fiberglass keel was crushed and cracked. It took a

long time to dry the damaged area before I could grind out the broken fiberglass and lay up

new material.A third reason for preferring an exterior keel and keel bolts is that it’s easy to fit

one or two lifting eyes to the tops of several keel bolts. You can lead a stout cable from the

eyebolts vertically through a skylight or overhead ventilator to the lifting hook of a crane. In

many places a 25-ton (or more) crane is available that can easily lift a yacht for bottom

painting. If copper paint is sprayed or rolled over a smooth, well-sanded bottom, it’s possible to

get a perfect job on the sides and the entire keel in one pass without having to move blocks

and so on.Such a lifting arrangement is ideal because no paint-gouging straps or cables go

around the hull, and you dispense entirely with cumbersome marine railways. When we were in

Callao, Peru, for example, there were several 50-ton cranes at the naval shipyard; no other

haulout arrangement was available. In Buenos Aires the Argentine yachtsmen use this system

to perfection and routinely haul their vessels for a two-hour scrub. I have seen yachts lifted

similarly in Japan. Sometimes it is possible to get a friendly cargo ship captain to lift you on

board in a perfectly calm harbor if the ship has no pressing business. The advantages for

shipping a yacht are obvious.These two chapters on boat construction have been long and

tedious. We’ve seen that wood rots and steel rusts. That electricity can be fatal to aluminum,

that ferro-cement building is labor-intensive and mostly unsatisfactory, and that each year

fiberglass construction gets more complicated and costly.Which is best? You can make good

and bad arguments for each building material. Just remember one thing: it’s not the yacht, but

what you do with your pride and joy that counts.On one of our Atlantic crossings, the 131-foot

Polish sail training ship Dar Pomorza glided past us with 25 sails set. Everybody waved. It was

like opening a window on a forgotten world.Consider buying a secondhand boat. Many yachts

last forty or fifty years, but in truth are used very little and may be ideal for a new owner who

wants to go on long or short trips. Purchasing a secondhand boat may allow an owner to go

sailing years earlier. Unlike automobiles, whose designs change each year primarily for sales

reasons, yachts have had few meaningful design changes during the last half century; often

new yachts are constructed from plans drawn long ago.4TO FIND A YACHTIf we all had lots of

money we’d go to a prominent naval architect and have him or her design us a magic ship that

would include all of our preferences and dreams. Then we would hurry to one of the top

builders and have him or her put together a gorgeous new hull with a gently curving sheerline

and sparkling topsides. We could have the interior made of solid cherry, butternut, or teak, built

by master craftsmen and varnished to perfection. We could have a carbon-fiber mast, the best

of sails, lots of big winches, and the finest of everything. Unfortunately, most of us don’t have

deep pockets, but we still want to sail. What to do? Even if we have some money, we can’t

spend it all on the yacht. We need to save a little for the grand voyage. And in the real world,

we may have other obligations.Why not save big money by buying a used boat? Remember,

yachts last a long time. Most spend 90 percent (or more) of their lives sitting quietly in marinas.

Sometimes the engine and sails may need replacing, but paint and varnish are cheap. Often

you get a substantial inventory (radios, spinnaker gear, extra sails, big winches, autopilots, and

joinery upgrades) thrown in for nothing.Let’s look at the used market.Before we start, however,

you need to decide a few things.1. the size of boat you’re after2. whether you have the skills to

handle a vessel this big3. who will be traveling with you4. the percentage of your budget that

you’ll spend on the yacht5. the amount of work you’re willing to do1. WHAT SIZE BOAT?If



you’re thinking of local or regional cruising for a few weeks in the summer, a yacht 25 or 30 feet

long may be large enough. For more ambitious cruising, however, a bigger vessel will be more

comfortable and provide better sleeping and stowage space and luxury devices. Remember, as

you go up in length, the costs rise quickly because they’re based on increasing tonnage, which

means more materials and labor. A 50-footer can easily cost twice as much as a 40-footer,

which in turn can cost twice as much as a 30-footer. In dollar terms, a fancy new 50-footer may

cost $500,000 (or more) compared with $250,000 for a 40-footer and $125,000 for a 30-footer.

Used prices may be only half as much or less.Or said another way, if you go into a marina or

boatyard with a 50-footer after sailing a 30-footer, brace yourself when the manager hands you

the bill.Margaret and I have had good luck with a 35-foot length. This gives us a boat with

reasonable sailing qualities and adequate room for living aboard that we can both afford and

maintain to a high standard. In 1965, the average cruising yacht was between 30 and 35 feet.

Recall the 30-foot Tahiti ketch designed by John Hanna and the 30-foot Wanderer III of Eric

Hiscock, both famous cruising vessels of thirty-five years ago.
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the World, Catamarans: The Complete Guide for Cruising Sailors, Sailing to the Edge of Time:

The Promise, the Challenges, and the Freedom of Ocean Voyaging, Inspecting the Aging

Sailboat (The International Marine Sailboat Library), The Complete Rigger's Apprentice: Tools

and Techniques for Modern and Traditional Rigging, Second Edition, HANDLING STORMS AT

SEA: The 5 Secrets of Heavy Weather Sailing, The Proving Ground

Nick R., “One of the best sailing books ever written. I have read many sailing books as it is my

ambition to cross oceans and see the world.I got turned on to Hal Roth because he sailed a

Spencer 35, which is the smaller version of the Spencer 42 I currently own.In this book I found

so much great and truly valuable information, more so than in any other book I have read in

talking about the construction, rigging and handling of boats.Hal Roth was a master of the sea!
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This book was the meat and potatoes of his life's work and was very well done!”

tome, “Written by someone who's been there and done that. The information provided in this

book is the best guide to short-handed cruising I have ever read. The authors have

circumnavigated multiple times and sail either single or double handed most of the time. They

know what they are talking about.”

James, “Good Book. It's a good book. The drawback is for novices to sailing because the book

uses nautical terms that a novice will not know. The first half of the book is spent identifying

every type of sailboat and every type of sail which is outside the scope of learning "How to Sail

Around the World" and is very dry material. The last half of the book is the best part and deals

with provisioning a salboat for a journey, customs at various ports and is more how to than the

first half. The book is worth it simply for the resources it contains to various websites and

equipment manufacturers and will no doubt save people alot of money and greif.”

Lee, “Excellent Attitude. I have the author's earlier book , " After 50,000 Miles " . Much of style

and some of the information is the same . But most chapters has been updated and

rearranged . If you have read his previous books , then this the same . Conservative and

levelheaded with regards changing systems , just for doing so . I am sorry that we never met . I

would like to of shaken his hand . Told him of all the gadgits that I did not buy . And lastly ,

how much fun siling is .  Recomended by Lee.”

Peter Vize, “The best. Having read many books on offshore sailing, and being a editor/reviewer

for a number of journals and books, I have to say that this is my favorite book on the subject of

world cruising. Roth writes extremely well and despite his wealth of knowledge always sounds

laid back and practical. The subjects covered range widely but are all relevant and useful. I

hope to meet him one day when traveling the far places of the world!”

Harold E. Luse, “Practical advice from a veteran sailor. It is nice to be able to share the

experience an author that has spent four decades sailing the world on a daily basis. I don't

agree with all that Hal has to say (I think I would like to have refrigeration for example) but he

has certainly experienced what he is talking about and has given me many things to ponder.”

Johnny124, “I WOULD LOVE one day to sail around the world and stop .... I WOULD LOVE

one day to sail around the world and stop in the different ports, I just need the money to buy

the boat/win the lottery lol, but very nice book very much information.”

John Proudlove, “Pearls of wisdom, in a friendly style. This book features widely in the

recommended reading lists of texts written by other sailing experts, because the author not

only knows his subject inside out, based in multiple circumnavigations, but is able to transfer

his knowledge and common sense in a really engaging way. By the end of the book you will be

armed with a wealth of advice, and warmed by Hall Roth's avuncular style. A deserved classic.”

Emilio F Cobo, “Exellent intro to world Sailing. I would recommend this book to anybody

interested in sailing with a goal on cruising for extended periods or extended distances

specially if you have little experience and lots of questions in your head about how to do it. I

must admit that in a few occasions the reading got a bit dry and too technical however I mostly

read the book cover to back cover in a few days (very engaging). The book has peaked my



interest a few more specialized subjects that the book covered in shallow details (as expected

to cover all of the subjects it covered). The book does not have illustrations to explain the

sometimes technical discussions, this would have greatly improved the easy understanding of

the explanations been made. Overall excellent value for the price paid.”

Charles, “Hal Roth on Voyaging under Sail. Hal Roth was a master seaman. In this book, he

has condensed years of wisdom and technique in his book on Voyaging under Sail. His prose

is clear and reduced to essentials; he has carefully considered many of his techniques and the

text explains and reads almost like step by step procedures while being a joy to read. The book

may be co-titled 'how to sail around the world' but Hal Roth's wisdom and methods will apply to

any coastal sail. Highly recommended.”

RDS - Nanaimo, BC, Canada, “Great Knowledge Base. This book is for anyone seriously

contemplating long distance offshore cruising. The facts presented in the book are essential

knowledge and they are derived from multiple experiences from many sailors, not just one

persons opinion. With that said: the highlight of the book is the way a broad based, multiple

sailors, experiential based set of facts is presented. Unfortunately, this is also the largest

weakness of the book because the presentation of those facts, figures, surveys etcetera often

makes for droll and dry reading. In the end however, the information presented is invaluable

and well worth the sometimes struggle to get through the reading of it. It would be a 5 star

book if the author had been able to get just a little more excitement and love of the cruising

lifestyle into his prose.”

R. Kohut, “Full of Information. This book contains just about every bit of information you'll need

if you've been thinking about sailing around the world, or just making ocean passages. The

Storm Management chapters were especially useful for me, because that's the part of sailing

the ocean that is the most worrisome. Roth puts it all in perspective and writes with an easy-to-

read style as if we were sitting down with him for a chat--and it's all from his own experiences.

I would definitely recommend this book.”

The book by Hal Roth has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 160 people have provided feedback.
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